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ABSTRACT 

Metacognition is the ability to monitor, regulate, and control any 

cognitive enterprise (FlaveU, 1993). This construct may be the key to 

understanding learning differences and learning difficulties experienced 

by many individuals. It has been noted (Wong, 1994) that learning 

disabled students have problems applying and utilizing effective 

strategies in many learning situations and that metacognitive strategies 

are a key to remediating their problems. There are many instruments 

available for measuring metacognition. One method utilizes a structured 

interview. However, the psychometric soundness and the validity of these 

instruments have not always been evaluated. This study analyzed some 

properties of one of the instruments utilized in current research. This 

instrument was the Swanson, Christie and Rubadeau (1993) interview-

style questionnaire which was designed to measure metacognition of 

general problem solving. 

A multiple-choice exam designed to assess knowledge of classical 

problem solving theory and the structured interview used by Swanson, et 

al. (1993) were used to assess metacognitive ability. Forty-three 

participants were used in this study: 21 professors and 22 graduate 

students in the fields of psychology and educational psychology. 
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Overall, the Swanson instrument has some problems in parts of 

the instrument, which was demonstrated through the ranking task 

developed in this study. The experts in the field of problem solving theory 

did agree on many of the response rankings amongst themselves, however 

even when their rankings had consistency, few questions matched the 

responses from the Swanson instrument. 

This information adds to the body of knowledge for the development 

of an improved instrument designed to measure metacognition. This 

allows for the evaluation of individuals' capabilities in this area and 

advances the study of metacognitive processes. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Metacognition is the abiHty to monitor, regulate, and control any 

cognitive enterprise (Flavell, 1993). This construct is of interest to many 

researchers because it may be the key to understanding learning 

differences and learning difficulties experienced by many individuals 

(Montague, 1992; Wittrock, 1986; Wong, 1987). The ability to regulate, 

monitor and control the learning process effects the way individuals 

utilize and implement strategies in many domains such as reading and 

mathematics (Montague, 1991; Wong, Wong & Blenkinsop, 1989). If 

individuals are not monitoring their processes, then they will not be able 

to effectively learn and solve problems in the various domains. The 

purpose of this study is to gather evidence of the validity of scores on an 

instrument designed to evaluate levels of metacognition, so that an 

accurate measure of metacognition can be made available for diagnosis 

and research. More precisely, the psychometric properties of an 

instrument designed to measure metacognition for problem solving will be 

analyzed and the content validity will be evaluated. 



Background 

Domains such as mathematics, reading and writing have problem 

solving strategies that are instrumental in the success of individuals in 

that domain (Alexander, Judy & Kim, 1988). However, it should be noted 

that there are general problem solving strategies available to individuals 

that cut across domains (Bransford & Stein, 1993), and individuals also 

utilize metacognition for these general strategies. Borkowski and Turner 

(1990) argue that there are parts of metacognition used in strategy 

development across domains that can be classified as general problem 

solving strategies. It can then be concluded that individuals must also 

regulate, monitor and control these general problem solving strategies. In 

light of this, the current research proposes to validate an instrument 

designed to evaluate metacognitive levels for individuals for general 

problem solve strategies. 

Current Theories 

Flavell's Theory of Metacognition 

Flavell described metacognition as the ability to understand, 

monitor and regulate one's own cognitive processes (1993). He felt there 

was a segment of an individual's knowledge which included more than the 

long- term storage of people, places and events, but also included 

information on how the mind works and how it functions. He believed 



there seemed to be an underlying process enveloping a person's abiHty to 

solve a particular problem, react to a situation, or utilize knowledge in a 

particular area above and beyond the pure information pertaining to a 

particular domain. 

Flavell specified this knowledge may be procedural in nature, 

declarative in nature, or a combination of both. Procedural knowledge is 

knowing how to accompUsh a task such as riding a bike or driving a car. 

Declarative knowledge is factual knowledge, or knowledge of information 

and the meaning of information (Ormrod, 1990). ICnowing a particular 

strategy for solving a math problem, for example, and then knowing how 

to implement that strategy, would be both declarative and procedural in 

nature. 

FlaveU also specffied categories to further define aspects of the 

construct. These categories are knowledge of person variables, task 

variables and strategy variables (Flavell, 1979, 1985, 1993). 

Person variables pertain to the knowledge one has concerning 

humans as information processors and the abilities and constraints that 

pertain to the human system. Under this category, Flavell listed three 

subcategories: within-person, between-person and cognitive-universals. 

The within-person subcategory describes the knowledge individuals have 

of themselves. For example, one may feel more skilled at remembering 

than another person. The between-person subcategory describes 



knowledge that one has about others' abihties, such as one individual 

being more mathematically inclined than another. Lastly, the cognitive-

universal sub-category is knowledge about the specific characteristics that 

all humans have pertaining to cognition. One example of the cognitive-

universal category is an individual's understanding of the Hmited capacity 

of short term memory for all individuals. 

The second category of task variables is also broken down into two 

subcategories. These subcategories depict the knowledge that one has 

about the nature of information encountered and the nature of the 

demands of a particular task. The nature of information concerns the 

quality and quantity of information and the knowledge of one's ability to 

process such information, for example, knowing that long complex 

sentences are difficult to remember. On the other hand, task demands is 

the knowledge of the difficulty or demands of a particular task. For 

example, it is easier to recall the meaning of a paragraph than to recall aU 

the words verbatim. 

The last category of strategy variables is the knowledge or 

understanding about the means for attaining a goal or solving a problem. 

This can be demonstrated by observing the strategies employed to 

memorize a phone number. A person will usually write down the number, 

rehearse it, or break the niunber into more easily remembered chunks. 

Flavell stated that although they are very different, the whole of 



metacognition concerns the interaction of the three categories of person 

variables, task variables and strategy variables. 

Sternberg's Theory of Metacomponents 

A theory related to metacognition developed by Sternberg (1986) 

demonstrates a different opinion on the nature of this construct. In his 

triarchic theory of inteUigence, Sternberg theorized that three subtheories 

make up the construct of inteUigence. These subtheories are the 

contextual subtheory, the experiential subtheory, and the componential 

subtheory (Arroyo & Sternberg, 1993). The subtheory he calls the 

componential subtheory, which spedfies the mechanisms that generate 

inteUigent performance (Sternberg, 1986), is most related to the concepts 

of metacognition discussed by FlaveU . Within this subtheory there are 

three kinds of components: metacomponents, performance components 

and knowledge-acquisition components. 

Metacomponents are a "close cousin of metacognition" (FlaveU, 

1993, p. 150) but not exactly the same. Sternberg's theory contains seven 

metacomponents: (1) the decision about what problem is to be solved, (2) 

selection of lower order components, (3) selection of one or more 

representations for information, (4) selection of a strategy for combining 



components, (5) a decision pertaining to aUocation of attention. (6) 

monitoring of the solution, and (7) sensitivity to feedback (Sternberg, 

1986, 1984). 

The performance component is the execution of various strategies 

needed in order to perform a task. The performance component itself is 

broken down into stages. These stages are the encoding of information, 

the combination and comparison of information, and the response or 

solution to the problem. 

The knowledge-acquisition component contains processes utilized 

when gaining new knowledge. For both procedural and declarative 

knowledge, this acquisition process can be further broken down into 

selective encoding, selective combination and selective comparison. 

Selective encoding differentiates between elements relevant for problem 

solution and those that are not. Selective combination is the process of 

combining information that has been encoded. FinaUy, selective 

comparison relates newly acquired information to old information 

(Sternberg, 1986). 

In general, Sternberg's theory of inteUigence emphasizes the role of 

metacognition and the metacomponents, and he states alternative 

theories that emphasize only performance components are inadequate and 

wiU miss the essence of inteUigence. 



Instruments Used in the Research on Metacognition 

Structured Interviews 

A metamemory instrument utilizing a structured interview was 

developed by Kreutzer, Leonard, and FlaveU (1975) to determine the 

knowledge chUdren have about memory and to demonstrate the 

competence in memory strategies reached in different developmental 

levels. The chUdren in this study were firom kindergarten, first, third and 

fifth grades. The survey utiUzed a combination of both oral questions and 

verbal/visual questions. The questions covered areas researchers referred 

to as memory abiHty, savings, immediate delay, story-Hst, colored-

uncolored-spacing, opposites-arbitrary, study time, study plan, 

preparation: object, preparation: event, retrieval: object, retrieval: 

event, retroactive interference, and rote-paraphrase. Each individual 

survey item contained several sub-questions and prompts firom the 

experimenter. However, each question grouping was designed to 

maintain the integrity of the spedfic concept that was to be tapped. 

Benefits of this study by Kreutzer et al. are both its contribution to 

knowledge about developmental trends in metamemory, and the type of 

methodology used. The structured interview, as can be noted in the 

preceding paragraphs, contains spedfic questions pertaining to basic 

concepts of memory firom introductory psychology texts (Searleman & 

Herrmann, 1994; Wittig, 1977). Although these chUdren may not have 



been able to answer questions that utilized the terminology of memory 

research, they were able to answer the questions that conceptuaHzed the 

facts about what is known about memory. 

It is important to note the Kreutzer et al. interview identifies 

knowledge about cognition which is only one part of the whole concept of 

metamemory or metacognition. Brown (1987) stated that knowledge of 

cognition is closely related to, yet stiU different from the regulation of 

cognition. The knowledge of cognition is the information concerning the 

cognitive process. The regulation of cognition is more the skiUs used to 

implement the knowledge that one has about the cognitive endeavor. 

Regulation of cognition has also been referred to as comprehension 

monitoring in many studies concentrating more on reading as in Garner 

(1980), Paris and Myers (1981), and Baker and Anderson (1982). 

Several subsequent studies directly utiUzed questions firom the 

Kreutzer et al. instrimient used in this study or attempted to emulate the 

design of the questions used (Kurtz & Borkowski, 1987; Kurtz & Weinert, 

1989; Swanson, 1990). One study using the Kreutzer et al. (1975) 

methodology was by Swanson, Christie and Rubadeau (1993). Swanson et 

al. stated they fashioned the interview questions for their study after the 

questions seen in Kreutzer et al. for the area of general problem solving. 

However, there is some question as to whether they were successful in 

soHdifying the concepts of general problem solving and hence tapping the 



knowledge of general problem solving strategies. In the foUowing section 

the Swanson (1993) study wiU be discussed in depth, along with 

information concerning some questions about with the validity of their 

instrument. 

A Review of the Swanson Instrument 

The purpose of the Swanson et al. (1993) study was to compare 

levels of metacognition with the levels of abiUty to solve analogy problems. 

In this study, a 15-item metacognitive questionnaire was used to measure 

an individual's level of metacognition as it related to problem solving. In 

this article, the authors define metacognition as awareness of and abiUty 

to monitor, regulate and control one's own cognitive actions in regard to 

learning. The questionnaire was completed in interview style with 

partidpants responding oraUy to aU questions. The questionnaire was 

adapted firom the interview questions used by Kreutzer, Leonard, and 

FlaveU (1975) and Myers and Paris (1979). The latter instrument was 

developed to measure metacognition for reading. The Myers and Paris 

study used an 18-item interview questionnaire written in script format. It 

was designed to assess chUdren's perceptions of the effect that personal 

abihties, task parameters and cognitive strategies had on reading abiHty. 

For example, the first question on the interview asked, "What makes 

someone a good reader?" 



Although there are similarities between the three instruments in 

the questions and format of the Kreutzer et al.(1975), Myers and Paris 

(1979), and the Swanson questionnaires, there are stiU enough major 

content and test construction differences to consider the Swanson et al. 

questionnaire an entirely new instrument. Swanson (1990, 1991, 1993) 

created an instrument in the form of a structured interview, which 

attempted to assess the level of metacognition of chUdren, and utiHzed 

this instrument with 12-year-old school chUdren with wide ranges of 

capabiHties. 

The Swanson 15-item questionnaire utiHzed a variety of Ul-

structured problems. An iU-structured problem is a problem that is 

incomplete in some way making it more difficult for the problem solver to 

arrive at a dear solution (Simon, 1973). A example of one of the 

questions found in the Swanson instrument is: "Jim can play the piano, 

draw pictures and figure out his math problems better than anyone else 

in dass. Do you think he is the smartest person in dass?" Swanson rates 

responses to each question using response categories ranked firom 5 being 

the most metacognitive to 1 being the least metacognitive. Each question 

has a different set of criteria for each of the five categories. 

Condusions derived from these Swanson studies are used to Hnk 

metacognitive performance to other constructs such as inteUigence and 

analogical reasoning. However, Swanson's research reveals Httle 
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reHabiHty or vaHdity information concerning the scores derived from the 

metacognition instrument. Only inter-rater reHabiHty (90%). Cronbach 

alpha (.95) and a four-factor structure derived through a factor analysis is 

noted. 

Inter-rater reHabiHty is a measure of consistency of scores given by 

individual raters (Cohen, Swerdlik, & Smith, 1992). Given there is a 

standardized scoring guide for this instrument, Swanson offers Httle 

information apart from simply saying that the raters were able to foUow 

the directions on the scoring guide. There was also no information given 

in the studies as to the origins of the scoring criteria. 

The Cronbach alpha is a measure of internal consistency (Cohen et 

al., 1992), meaning it measures the homogeneity of the instrument. A 

test displaying a high Cronbach alpha is said to have high internal 

consistency and therefore is Hkely to be measuring a single construct. 

The problem in this situation is that although the instrument appears to 

be measuring a single construct, it is unclear that the construct is indeed 

metacognition, and not inteUigence, motivation, anxiety or some other 

construct. 

Factor analysis is a statistical method used to determine 

relationships among variables (Adcock, 1954). For Swanson, this does 

indeed demonstrate the grouping of spedfic interview questions that 

appear to be measuring the same things. However, as with the Cronbach 
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alpha, it is questionable whether those factors are measuring the person, 

task, and strategy variables as noted in FlaveU's (1993) theory. 

According to WUey (1991), adequate vaHdation requires a complete 

specification of the network of theoretical relationships and verification of 

those relationships. There must be some way to determine whether the 

interview measures what it purports to measure by comparing it to other 

theoretical components and determining what relationships exist. 

Without this further vaHdity information, some of the conclusions drawn 

by Swanson (1993) may be questionable. A content vaHdity analysis of 

the Swanson structured interview could be included to evaluate 

quaHtatively the content of each of the questions asked in the interview. 

This may not only determine what possible problems exist in the 

questions, but it may also determine the spedfic areas of problem solving 

the questions are attempting to evaluate. 

An example of a question from the Swanson et al. (1993) 

instrument is "What makes someone reaUy smart?". Responses are 

grouped into 5 categories ranging from 5 demonstrating the most 

metacognition to 1 demonstrating the least metacognition. A response 

such as "gets good grades" merits a score of 1 for this item whUe 

"remembering and paying attention" merits a 5 (Swanson, 1990). Each 

question on the instrument has a series of five or four acceptable 

responses. The five responses are unique for each of the 15 questions. 

12 



This is not a Likert scale but a series of responses given a numerical 

designation. A complete scoring guide received from Swanson is in 

Appendix A. 

In the Swanson study a varimax rotated factor analysis 

demonstrated the scores loaded on four factors: (1) chUdren's awareness 

of situations that require problem solving, (2) chUdren's knowledge of 

person variables, (3) chUdren's awareness of strategy variables, and (4) 

chUdren's awareness of task variables. These appear to be the same 

categories referred to by FlaveU et al., 1993. However, there appear to be 

some contradictions pertaining to the questions that were originaUy 

intended to demonstrate these variables, and which questions actuaUy 

loaded on those factors, but no explanation of this contradiction was 

given. This wiU be discussed later in this paper. Also mentioned in the 

Swanson study was the rater agreement, which was 90% and the 

Cronbach alpha (reHabiHty) which was .95. 

It is necessary to focus on whether the instrument is actuaUy 

measuring metacognition. Without more vaHdity information it is 

premature to make judgments concerning the relationships of 

metacognition and analogical reasoning. It is also important to note that 

Swanson used this instnmient in a 1993 study of the problem solving 

knowledge of chUdren with learning disabiHties and in a 1992 study of 

13 



relationships between metacognition and problem solving of gifted 

chUdren without any additional vaHdity information.. 

Short (1992) used an ear Her version of the Swanson instrument 

which contained 17 items. She also reported a high inter-rater 

agreement of 94.7%. Short also mentioned a factor structure 

demonstrated by Swanson in an earHer unpubHshed study and was 

unable to repHcate this structure. That is, she was unable to repHcate the 

four factor structure (problem solving, person, task, and strategy ) from 

the 1990 Swanson study. Short does mention the ethnic/racial differences 

between her sample and Swanson's. Short's sample consisted mostly of 

African American chUdren whUe Swanson's unpubHshed work was based 

on a sample that was predominately Anglo and Short beHeves this may 

have effected the outcome. 

Swanson et al. (1993) attempted to design an instrument that 

measured metacognition as effectively as the Kreutzer et al. instrument 

measured metamemory. But as mentioned above, certain problems and 

inconsistencies lead to questions concerning Swanson's results pertaining 

to the relationships between metacognition and IQ and metacognition and 

analogical reasoning. For example, in Swanson (1990) an a priori 

designation was given to the questions contained in the interview. That 

is, prior to any statistical analysis, Swanson noted that certain questions 

denoted person variables, task variables, strategy variables or direct 

14 



problem solving abiHty. These question designations were not completely 

consistent with those a priori designations in the Swanson et al. (1993) 

study. There was no mention as to why there were differences in the 

designation of the labels. In addition, the factor analysis performed in the 

later study arrived at different designations, yet these inconsistencies 

were not mentioned in the research reports. 

The Swanson et al. study (1993) reported that the vaHdity study for 

the instrument was accompHshed in the Swanson (1990) study, yet in the 

1990 study, the vaHdity study was said to be an unpubHshed manuscript 

from 1988 (which was unable to be obtained). It is unclear to the reader 

which was the true vaHdity study. 

Purposes for Studying Metacognition 

In the Hterature there appear to be two major purposes for research 

in metacognition. The first purpose stems from the desire to develop 

instructional techniques and teaching methodologies to aid the utiHzation 

and transfer of learning strategies for aU types of learners, whether they 

are chUdren or adiUts, normal, gifted or learning disabled (Montague, 

1992; Schraw & Dennison, 1994; Wong, 1987; Wittrock, 1986, Wittrock, 

1991). Kurtz and Weinert (1989) state that metacognitive theory may 

help explain individual differences detected in chUdren's utiHzation of 

strategies and give direction on more effective courses of instruction. 

15 



Butler (1995) noted that chUdren with learning disabiHties are less likely 

to utiHze effective strategies and have difficulty developing their own 

strategies for problem solving when compared to their non-disabled peers. 

Wong (1989) noted that learning disabled students have problems 

applying and utiHzing effective strategies in many learning situations and 

that metacognitive strategies are a key to remediating their problems. 

Green (1995) stated that there seems to be an interrelationship 

between domain knowledge and strategy knowledge. He also stated that 

strategy instruction in a particular area may help compensate for 

insuffident domain knowledge. Although Green does state that much 

research is stiU needed in this area , it is clear that learning about the 

basic mechanisms of individuals' metacognitive behavior wiU lead to the 

creation of methods to help improve learning. 

The other purpose for studjdng metacognition Hes in the vaHdation 

of the construct itself and its relationship with other constructs such as 

inteUigence (Swanson, 1993), and within domains such as reading 

achievement (Myers and Paris, 1978), writing abiHty (Wong et al., 1989), 

math achievement (Montague, 1991), and general scholastic achievement 

(Short, 1992). Construct vaHdation is possibly the most fundamental type 

of vaHdity (Angoff, 1988) and is appHcable for the study of metacognition. 

16 
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Statement of the Problem 

If it were possible to develop a tool that would enable a clinician to 

evaluate a person's abiHty to regulate, monitor and control his or her own 

cognitive processes, then it might be possible to evaluate the precise area 

in which the breakdown in processing has occurred. For example, by 

evaluating the metacognitive level of an individual it may be possible to 

determine if the person is having problems recalling specific strategies in 

order to solve a particiUar problem, or whether strategy recaU is intact 

but strategy appHcation is inadequate. As it stands, there are very few 

instruments whose scores are both psychometricaUy sound and measure 

levels of metacognitive functioning (Yussen, 1985). By creating an 

instrument for metacognition, it might be possible to more accurately 

determine the appropriate course of action in order to remedy the 

processing difficulties. 

InstrumeritA AvAilahle 

There are many instruments avaUable for measuring 

metacognition, as previous paragraphs have mentioned. However, the 

psychometric soundness and the vaHdity of these instruments have not 

always been accurately evaluated. In response, this study analyzed the 

psychometric properties of one metacognitive instnmient utiHzed in 

current research. The Swanson (1990) interview-style questionnaire 
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designed to measure metacognition of general problem solving was chosen 

for analysis. This instrument was chosen because of its frequent use in 

current research (Short, 1992; Swanson, 1990, 1992; Swanson et al., 

1993). Also, it was fashioned after the Kreutzer et al. (1975) study which 

was a very important study in the field of metamemory and 

metacognition. 

Participants in the current research were tested on their knowledge 

of classical problem solving theory and then asked to rank the responses 

assigned to the questions of the Swanson instrument. More spedfically, 

this study was designed to evaluate the vaHdity of Swanson's instrument 

by asking individuals who are skiUed in the area of problem solving 

theory to evaluate the specffic responses that make up the scoring criteria 

of the Swanson instrument. Also, this study was designed to determine if 

this instrument is a consistent measure of the level of problem solving 

metacognition. 

Research Questions 

When given the responses from the interview-style questionnaire 

designed to test metacognitive awareness written by Swanson (1990) to 

sort and rank, do partidpants knowledgeable in the area of problem 

solving theory demonstrate agreement in the way they evaluate and 

categorize the responses? 
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Does the evaluation by the same participants of the specific 

responses from the interview-style questionnaire designed to test 

metacognitive awareness differ from the original response categorizations 

on the original instrument? 

Assumptions 

A test of problem solving knowledge has been developed and pUoted 

within this study by the researcher in order to evaluate the level of 

problem solving theory expertise among the participants. An untested 

assumption is that individuals who are professors and graduate students 

in the field of psychology and educational psychology have expertise in the 

area of problem solving theory and should score higher on such a test 

than others with less knowledge in problem solving terminology. 

A second assumption of this study is that the instrument evaluated 

tests the knowledge of cognitive activities exclusively. That is, in the 

definition of metacognition, the abiHty to monitor, regulate and control 

one's own cognitive enterprises is encapsulated in the definition of 

metacognition, however, this study wiU only address the knowledge of 

that cognitive enterprise. 

Another assumption of this study is that participants who are able 

to express knowledge of cognition do indeed have that knowledge, and 

that those express it, do indeed have it. That is to say, there is always the 
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possibiHty that there are those have the knowledge of their cognitive 

activities yet are not able to express it verbaUy, and likewise there may be 

those that seen to have the abiHty to express the knowledge of their 

cognitive activities, yet do not actuaUy possess this abiHty. 

Si^ifirance of the Studv 

It is important to study instruments used to investigate 

metacognition in general problem solving for two reasons. The first 

reason is to develop an instrument to adequately identify metacognitive 

strategies utiHzed by individuals so that instructional strategies can be 

developed for those individuals having difficvdty functioning in the 

learning environment. For example, using an instrvunent of this kind to 

diagnose a chUd's metacognitive level, observed difficiUties can be 

remedied through a variety of instructional programs. Although the goal 

of this particular research is not to develop a new instrument, hopefuUy, 

useful information gained from the endeavor wiU improve the current 

instrument or help create a new one. The second reason for this study is 

to further the knowledge of the construct of metacognition as it relates to 

general non-domain specific problem solving. 

The purpose of this study is to further investigate the instrument 

produced by Swanson and analyze some of its psychometric properties. 

The Hterature shows there are many studies utilizing this interview 
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(Short, 1990; Swanson, 1990, 1992; Swanson et al., 1993), however, aU of 

these studies contain limited vaHdity information. 

According to Angoff (1988), data from administration of tests can 

be used to "vaHdate, reject, or revise the theory itself' (p. 26). It would be 

useful to understand more about the construct of general problem solving 

metacognitive strategies, and this instnmient wiU aUow for this to be 

accompHshed. In addition, Alexander et al. (1988) stated that problem 

solving appears in the Hterature quite frequently with Httle or no 

information about the concept. "Thus, it appears, we are often left with 

Httle more than a label for the strategy of interest, rather than a careful 

theoretical description of what is cognitively involved in such strategies" 

(p. 18). By investigating the individual questions presented in the 

Swanson instrument, it is intended to impart more information on the 

construct of metacognition. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Overview 

The tasks of analyzing Swanson's study, dissecting definitions for 

metacognition, and developing appHcable instruments to test 

metacognitive awareness cover many aspects in the field of psychology. 

First, it is necessary to review Hterature defining metacognition to gain a 

fuUer understanding of the theories and current research in the area. 

Second, because the domain of interest is general problem solving 

knowledge, it is necessary to review Hterature in that field of study in 

order to appropriately apply it to metacognitive theory. Lastly, it is also 

necessary to investigate pertinent issues related to test vaHdity, 

spedficaUy construct and content vaHdity, if comments are going to be 

made in regards to the vaHdity of the Swanson scores. 

A Review of the Development of Metacognition 

Definition 

Metacognition was investigated by FlaveU in the middle 1970s 

(Wong, 1987). However, since the turn of the century researchers have 

investigated various aspects of metacognition, though not spedficaUy 

calling it by that name, dearly referring to the same activities we now caU 
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metacognitive (Brown, 1987). In the early years of metacognition, most of 

this research concentrated in the area of metamemory (Wong, 1987). 

Current research methodologies in metacognition stem from this early 

research in metamemory. In addition, the close relationship of memory to 

other cognitive functions (Rosser, 1994), including problem solving, makes 

the research pertinent to the study of general metacognition. Therefore, 

many early studies in metamemory wiU be reviewed. 

Metamemory 

Metacognition is a fairly new label and grew out of an early version 

of the construct known as metamemory (Wong, 1987). Metamemory is 

important to analyze for both its formal and operational definitions 

because many of the current theoretical aspects of metacognition and 

many of the research methodologies are based on early metamemory 

research. 

Definitio^^ nfMptjimemory 

There are many definitions of metamemory in the Hterature. 

According to Brown (1975), memory can be defined as the task of tracing 

the ontogenesis of mental processes. However, she notes it is important to 

specify that memory behavior is not totaUy dependent on just the memory 

system, but is a reflection of the entire human cognitive system. It is 
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impossible to separate the concepts of memory from other concepts of 

cognitive development (Brown, 1975; Rosser, 1994). With this in mind, 

Brown (1975) offers principles of memory phenomenon in order to more 

fuUy describe the memory process. Within this rubric, there are three 

forms of knowledge; knowing, knowing about knowing, and knowing how 

to know. Knowing refers to the dynamic memory system itself and the 

semantic memory that underHes aU cognitive activity. Knowing about 

knowing is the awareness of the memory process itself, or metamemory. 

Knowing how to know refers to the numerous strategies we have to 

choose from in order to function in a particular cognitive activity. 

Cavanaugh and Perlmutter (1982) further confirm the dynamics of 

memory by adding that memory performance wiU influence knowledge 

about memory. That is to say, by monitoring what strategies are effective 

or ineffective, the accuracy and effectiveness of memory can be increased. 

In Brown's (1975) conception of the memory system, only knowing 

about knowing was considered metamemory, however, other definitions 

have induded much more. FlaveU (1979, 1985 1993) stated that it is the 

knowledge of strategies as weU as the regulation, monitoring and 

controlling of those strategies that form the concept of metamemory. 

FlaveU goes on to ftirther define aspects of the construct. He divides 
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metamemory into three categories: person variables, task variables and 

strategy variables. 

Person variables pertain to the knowledge one has concerning 

humans as information processors and the abiHties and constraints that 

pertain to the human system. Under this category, FlaveU Hsted three 

subcategories which are the within-person, the between-person and the 

cognitive-universals subcategories. The within-person subcategory 

describes the knowledge individuals have of themselves. The between-

person subcategory describes knowledge one has about others' abiHties, 

such as one individual being more mathematicaUy inclined than another. 

Lastly, the cognitive-universal subcategory is knowledge about the 

specffic characteristics that aU humans have pertaining to cognition. For 

example, one may understand the limited capacity of short term memory. 

The second category of task variables is also broken down into two 

subcategories. These subcategories depict the knowledge one has about 

the nature of information encountered and the nature of the demands of a 

particular task. The first is the nature of information. It concerns the 

quaHty and quantity of information and the knowledge of one's abiHty to 

process such information; for example, knowing that long complex 

sentences are difficult to remember. Second, task demands demonstrate 

the knowledge of the difficulty or demands of a particular task. For 
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example, it is easier to recaU the meaning of a paragraph as opposed to 

recalling aU the words verbatim. 

The last category caUed strategy variables is the knowledge or 

understanding about the means for attaining a goal or solving a problem. 

An example of this can be demonstrated by observing strategies employed 

to memorize a phone nimiber. A person could write down the number, 

rehearse it, or break the number into more easUy remembered chunks. 

FlaveU stated although the three categories are very different from each 

other, the whole of metamemory concerns the interaction of the three 

categories of person variables, task variables and strategy variables. 

Another definition, sHghtly more encompassing than the first two, 

was given by Weed, Ryan and Day (1990). They stated that metamemory 

"can be operationaUy defined as (a) verbaHzable knowledge of person, 

task, and strategy variables affecting recaU; (b) self-regulation ; and (c) 

the effects of instructions incorporating executive control components ..." 

(p.849). In this definition the role of instruction and its effect on 

metamemory have been induded in the conception of the construct. 

Qrierins of Mjatamemorv 

According to Cavanaugh and Perlmutter (1982) the concepts and 

theories of metamemory have long been studied, even as early as the late 

1800s; however, the construct was not spedficaUy referred to as 
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metamemory. In early research, participants were asked to describe their 

experiences and the awareness they had of their cognitive enterprises 

through the use of self report. These early studies were referred to as 

process of awareness studies and were criticized, in part, for their 

methodology. It was debated, as it is today, whether self report is an 

accurate method upon which to base scientffic conclusions. In addition, 

the definition oi awareness of awareness seemed imprecise and not able to 

be measured. Despite these critidsms, the theory and methodology of 

these studies has continued and can been seen in many of the 

metamemory studies currently pubHshed. 

Developmental Changes in Metamemory 

The Kreutzer et al. (1975) study, as discussed earHer, demonstrated 

some of the fiirst research to investigate the developmental nature of 

metamemory (Schneider, 1994). The findings of this study that pertain to 

development can also be discussed. According to the Kreutzer et al. study, 

they used "nonlaboratory-type mock-up problems" (1975, p. 51) which 

demonstrated that kindergarten chUdren were aware of such terms as 

learn, remember, forget, and other terms that relate to memory and 

memory strategies. They also seemed to demonstrate that chUdren have a 

general sense of individual capabiHties in memory abiHty and how some 
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circumstances may make it easier or harder for one to remember 

something. They also showed that younger chUdren were also famiHar 

with some memory strategies, but Kreutzer et al. suggested that this may 

be due more in part to the cultural influences on memory strategies (one 

is taught to write down a phone number) and not so much on the fact that 

these chUdren had a concept of effective or ineffective memory strategies. 

Older chUdren seem to have a better concept that memory varies across 

people, occasions and domains and that memory may be influenced by the 

integration of the three factors. The repertoire of memory strategies for 

younger children was thought to be smaUer as compared to the older 

chUdren. 

Memory versus. Metamemory 

Cavanaugh and Borkowski (1980) utiHzed the exact structured 

interview as did Kreutzer et al. (1975), but for a different purpose. 

Cavanaugh and Borkowski were not only interested in the developmental 

changes in metamemory, but were also interested in addressing issues 

concerning the separabiHty of memory from metamemory. 

The authors in this study reviewed some of the research in the area 

of metamemory and stated that although there appears to be a 

relationship between the knowledge of memory and memory behavior, 

there was no true empirical evidence to that point. In their study they 
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attempted to utiHze the Kreutzer et al. (1975) interview along with three 

other memory tasks in order to draw correlations between the knowledge 

of the memory system and the actual abiHty to utiHze the system. One 

hundred and seventy eight chUdren participated in this study: 33 

kindergartners, 43 first graders, 49 third graders, and 53 fifth graders. 

The chUdren were given the Kreutzer et al. (1975) interview and after 

approximately three weeks they were given a memory battery. The 

memory battery consisted of three parts: free sort, cognitive cueing and 

alphabet search. For the free sort, the chUdren were given 15 cards with 

pictures on them and asked to memorize them any way they chose. When 

the chUdren determined their study period was complete, they were then 

asked to recaU as many items as they could. For the cognitive cueing 

task, 30 cards were used, and the chUdren were asked to sort them into 

one of three boxes with pictures on the outside. The pictures were used as 

cues for aiding recaU. For the alphabet search, the chUdren were asked to 

copy 20 letters that had been presented randomly to them. After the list 

was complete, the chUdren were then asked to recaU the letters and write 

them down on a clean sheet of paper. 

Although the results of the first part of this study repHcated the 

findings of Kreutzer et al. (1975) there was no signfficant relationship 

between verbaHzable knowledge about memory and memory abiHty itself. 

This study seemed to demonstrate that even though chUdren were able to 
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discuss different aspects of memory strategies and seemed aware of the 

appropriate memory strategies, they were stiU unable to implement those 

strategies effectively. 

These results might have been influenced by certain confounds not 

addressed in the study. For example, the specffic questions in the 

Kreutzer et al. (1975) instrument do not appear to necessarily tap the 

same type of memory information as seen in the three tasks (free sort, 

cognitive cueing, and alphabet search) that were utiHzed in this study. 

Remembering a Hst of random pictures is not the same as remembering a 

phone number. To remedy this, it may be a better methodology to identify 

the task identffied by the Kreutzer items and then test the chUd's 

performance on that spedfic task. Also, the number of items in each of 

the Hsts and the type of task to be performed does not seem age 

appropriate. A chUd aged five (the mean age for the kindergartners in 

this study was 5 years 3 months) is just learning to reproduce letters. 

Asking a chUd to recaU letters and correctly reproduce them may be far 

too difficult a task, and hence prevent the demonstration of any strategic 

memory use. 

In another study by Schneider, Korkel and Weinert (1987) 

inteUigence, attributional style and self concept were analyzed in respect 

to memory and metamemory behavior. This study of 150 chUdren in the 

third and fifth grades, also used several different measures including the 
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Cognitive AbiHties Test, the CatteU Culture Fair InteUigence test, and a 

self-concept questionnaire designed for this study. The chUdren's 

metamemory was assessed by nine items from the Kreutzer, et al. (1975) 

battery. Also strategy preferences were assessed. In short, this study 

determined that metamemory had signfficant effects on memory 

capabiHty even when the effects of self-concept, and inteUigence had been 

parceled out. There were also substantial correlations between 

metamemory and memory behavior. However, the authors themselves 

feel that the conclusions drawn in this study concerning the development, 

durabiHty and the generaHzabiHty of the metamemory-memory Hnk must 

be guarded, due to the cross-sectional methodology employed. 

Metamemory versus. Other Constructs 

Kurtz and Borkowski (1987) studied the difference in memory 

capabiHty for impulsive and reflective chUdren. Reflective chUdren were 

defined as those who delay responding untU they consider aU possible 

aspects of a problem in order to minimize errors. ChUdren who respond 

quickly and tend to be less accurate were considered to be impulsive. The 

fiirst part of the study was accomplished with first, second and third 

graders, and the second part was done three years later. Only 77 of the 

130 chUdren in the second testing were from the original group. In both 

parts of the study, chUdren were given a portion of the Kreutzer et al. 
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(1975) battery (story Hst, preparation object, retrieval event, and rote 

paraphrase) as a gauge of their metamemory capabiHty. In addition, the 

authors added questions in the areas of speUing, social studies and 

science. However, there was no clear information on the nature of those 

items. The chUdren's impulsive and reflective nature was determined 

through the use of the Matching FamUiar Figures Test (MFFT), a 

response-time evaluation, and the Conners Abbreviated Teacher Rating 

Scale, which denoted teachers' evaluation of reflectiveness and 

impulsiveness in chUdren. Also, the chUdren were given a memory 

monitoring task to assess their general memory capabUity. The goal of 

the study was to train these chUdren in some basic memory tasks and 

determine their abUity to utiHze metamemory strategies dependent on 

their reflective or impulsive nature. 

Kurtz and Borkowski (1987) determined that chUdren who were 

impulsive had weak metamemory capabiHties. These chUdren did not 

seem to know the strategies, and they were not able to apply the ones they 

knew. However, after the training in executive skills as weU as strategy 

skills, both reflective and impulsive chUdren were better able to utilize 

the strategies taught. 

Weed, Ryan and Day (1990) attempted to develop a model relating 

the metamemory process and causal attributions of chUdren to actual 

recaU. They felt that chUdren who had a better understanding of a task. 
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whether this understanding was through practice or instruction, would be 

able to remember more about the task. Regardless of the attributions of 

the chUd or the chUd's personal metamemory capabiHty, the knowledge 

and understanding of the task would take a primary role, with 

metamemory playing only a secondary role. In the study (Weed et al., 

1990) 81 fourth graders of approximately 9.85 years of age were given a 

self-paced free-recaU task, an instructional manipulation, an uninstructed 

post-test, a nonsense syUable transfer task, and a position probe. 

For the self-paced free-recaU task, they showed the chUdren a 

series of letters on a computer screen and asked them to repeat the 

sequence once it was finished. Prior to the task, they asked the chUdren 

how many they felt they could remember, and then asked the chUdren 

immediately after recaU how many they felt they did remember. After 

this task was complete, the chUdren were asked some metamemory 

questions from the Kreutzer et al. (1975) battery, and their motivation 

was assessed using the Multidimensional Measure of ChUdren's 

perceptions of Control (MMCPC). 

For the instructional manipulation task chUdren were taught both 

a cumvUative rehearsal strategy and a letter-repetition strategy (in a 

counter balanced design). In addition these chUdren were aUowed to 

practice these strategies and were asked to comment on the effectiveness 

of each strategy. 
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The uninstructed post-test was a repeat of the original 

manipulation with individual letters being shown to the chUdren and 

after the series, recaU was requested. No strategy instruction was given 

at this time. The nonsense syUable transfer task was very simUar to the 

first task, but utiHzed nonsense words instead of letters. The position 

probe task required the chUdren to indicate the correct position of a probe 

letter presented in the series of letters. 

In general, the results of this study indicated that metamemory, 

although important for knowledge of the free recaU task, was more 

important for maintenance and task generaHzation than for initial task 

performance. In this study, the authors felt that task maintenance and 

task generaHzation had less to do with simply foUowing instructions and 

more to do with the abUity to transfer information to a novel situation. In 

other words, they felt that the metamemory aspect of the chUd's abiHty 

had more to do with transfer of the knowledge than with actual memory 

performance. 

Research Methods 

In the research reviewed, there appear to be two types of methods 

employed for tapping metacognition, or metamemory, as it was known in 

the earHer research. They are the feeling-of-knowing design, 

demonstrated by Hart (1965), and a structured interview design. In the 
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foUowing section, these designs wiU be discussed further and examples of 

studies UtiHzing these techniques and their results wUl be reviewed. 

FeeHng-of-Knowing-Design 

In demonstrating the feeHng-of-knowing concept. Hart (1965), one 

of the pioneers of this construct, discussed the tip-of-the-tongue (TOY) 

phenomenon as the inabiHty of an individual to produce a name or a word 

even though the individual knows what is to be produced. The feeling-of-

knowing (FOK) phenomenon is a broader concept referring to an 

individual's abiHty to be aware that information is stored in long-term 

memory even though the individual is unable to produce that information. 

Another differentiation of the two concepts is that the tip-of-the-tongue 

phenomenon refers more to the knowledge that the retrieval of unrecaUed 

information is imminent (Schwartz & Smith, 1997), whUe feeHng-of-

knowing is simply the feeling of the existence of the target information, 

with no spedfic retrieval noted. 

Hart's (1965) design utiHzed a fiU-in-the-blank test and a multiple-

choice test on the same information. Partidpants were given a fiU-in-the-

blank exam covering general information in the areas of humanities and 

science and asked to determine on questions where they were unable to 

produce responses whether or not they felt they knew the answer despite 

their inabiHty to produce it. Then, participants were given a multiple-
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choice test utiHzing the same questions. The purpose for this was to 

UtiHze the multiple-choice answers as cues or primes for the participants' 

memory. 

Comparisons were made between the questions the participants 

thought they knew and the questions for which they were able to produce 

correct responses on the multiple-choice test. In short, the participants 

were able to answer the questions correctly on the multiple-choice test 

that they estimated they knew on the fiU-in-the blank test. The 

participants were accurate in their feeHng-of-knowing responses. 

The method of asking participants their feeHng-of-knowing has 

been demonstrated in various forms in the Hterature both in the past and 

in more current research. Lachman, Lachman and Thronesbery (1979) 

used a feeHng-of-knowing design in order to assess age-related differences 

in metamemory. The 36 participants in the Lachman et al. study were 19 

to 22 years of age, and in the first stage of the study they were asked 95 

questions on topics of Hterature, sports, and mythology. Any questions for 

which the partidpants responded "I don't know" were presented again in 

the second phase of the study. In the second phase of the study, 

partidpants were asked to rate their feeling of knowing for the "I don't 

know" questions in terms of: definitely do not know, maybe do not know, 

could recognize the answer if told, or coiUd recaU the answer if given some 

hints. In the third phase of the study, the participants were given a 
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multiple-choice test using the questions for which they faUed to produce 

the correct answers in phase one. In summary, the study reported no 

signfficant age differences in metamemory performance. 

Another early memory study by KeUy, Scholnick, Travers and 

Johnson (1976) was designed to first determine the effects of content on 

estimation and the time of estimation on memory appraisal. Content of 

estimation referred to whether participants were scored for simply 

individual items remembered correctly or whether participants were 

scored on the number of items remembered correctly and judged to be 

remembered and the number of items remembered wrong and judged to 

be forgotten. The time of the memory appraisal referred to whether the 

participants were asked to judge their recaU prior to, or after, recalling 

the Hst. For example, participants may have been asked if they thought 

they were able to recaU the items (prior to task) or if they recaUed them 

correctly (after the task). It also attempted to determine the relationship 

between predictions of recaU to study strategies, recaU readiness, and 

actual recaU. There were two experiments in this study with two parts to 

each experiment. Part one of the first experiment involved chUdren in 

kindergarten, first and fourth grades. Adults partidpated in part two of 

the first experiment. BasicaUy, the study consisted of showing chUdren 

and adults a series of cards with pictures on them and asking them to 

take an identical series and place the cards in the order they were shown. 
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In the first situation, participants were asked to judge if they were going 

to be able to remember the order of the cards, and then they were asked to 

place the cards in order. In the second situation, the participants were 

asked to first place the cards in order and then make a statement as to 

whether they had remembered them correctly. In this experiment, there 

was no signfficant difference in the accuracy of estimations between the 

adults and the chUdren. 

In the second experiment the same groups of people partidpated, 

but this time a study period was added to the recaU task. In general, 

KeUy et al. (1976) attempted to determine if the participants' judgments of 

their abUities influenced their study behavior. In this experiment, the 

chUdren knew what they had to memorize and what they had memorized, 

but were unable to institute the appropriate strategies in order to affect 

the memory situation. In contrast, the adults were able to utUize the 

appropriate strategies. 

More recently, Reder and Ritter (1992) delved more spedficaUy into 

how individuals go about making judgments on what information they 

know prior to its retrieval. In this article they discuss the Game Show 

Paradigm, which relates feeHng-of-knowing to the process experienced by 

partidpants in a quiz show. When an individual is asked a question on a 

game show, the questions are quickly scanned by the partidpant who 
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sounds a buzzer acknowledging the abiHty to answer that question. This 

usuaUy occurs prior to the individual actuaUy retrieving the information. 

In this study, two experiments were carried out to determine the effects of 

leaning on FOK. In these studies, using the game show design, 

mathematical calculations were used as the test domain in contrast to 

earHer work which used common knowledge questions. The participants 

were asked to determine during the testing session how they would 

choose to solve the problem. That is, whether they were able to produce 

the answer spontaneously, or whether they needed to do the calculation in 

order to solve the problem. In both experiments mathematical problems 

were presented multiple times, aUowing for some learning to take place. 

In the second experiment, the number of operator switch problems was 

doubled. In general, these experiments determined that individuals were 

able to make an initial evaluation of the appropriate strategy to use, and 

these strategy choices are made very rapidly. In addition, the authors 

beHeve that this judgment is based on the surface features of the question 

or problem. 

Koriat (1993) further addressed the issue of how a person knows 

that they know something despite an inabiHty to produce the information 

desired. In this article he discusses two approaches that are currently 

accepted as explanations of feeling of knowing. The first theory, or trace-

access view, states that and internal monitor exists in the human memory 
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system that is able to detect the presence of information targeted despite 

the abiHty to actuaUy produce the information. Koriat likens this to 

accessing files on a computer. This theory states that on a computer, a 

directory can be accessed to determine if a file exists without actuaUy 

opening and reading the particular file. 

The second theory is an inference-based account of FOK (Koriat, 

1994, 1995) and states that FOK judgments are calculated. An individual 

infers the existence of information by assimUating a number of cues and 

not through the existence of a separate system. In this theory, the 

memory process is highUghted. That is, as an individual attempts to 

remember a target store, a process of assimUating information or cues and 

activating various memory sites occurs. "Although such sites may not be 

articiUate enough to support an analytic, calculated inference, they can 

StiU act en masse to produce the subjective feelings that the target is 

there..." (p. 312). In both the 1993 and the 1995 studies, Koriat tested his 

accessibiHty model of FOK which Hnks together the strength of the 

memory trace, correct and incorrect partial information, recognition and 

the FOK judgment itself. 

Other studies concentrate less on the mechanisms of FOK and 

more on the specffic research designs used to test and evaluate theories in 

this line of research. 
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CarroU and Nelson (1993) evaluate a within-subjects design and a 

between-subjects design to determine the best method to detect the 

phenomenon of FOK for overlearning. In this study, 60 participants were 

asked to memorize pairs of words and produce the target word when given 

the cue during the testing situation. The two conditions presented in this 

study were within-subjects (aU items were learned to the same criteria) 

and between-subjects (half the items were learned to one criteria and half 

were learned to another). The overlearning was considered achieved 

when the participants were able to produce the target word when given 

the cue word on six non-consecutive occasions. The normal learning 

condition was achieved after only one correct response. 

For the within-subject group 40 word pairs were learned, but one 

half of the words were learned to the "overlearn" criteria. In the between-

subject group the participant group was spHt, with half of the group 

learning aU the words to the "overlearn" criteria and half learning the 

words to the normal criteria. 

In short, the effect of overlearning on the FOK was more detectable 

in the within-subject condition. CarroU and Nelson beHeve in further 

research in the area of metacognition, a within-subject design should be 

used. 

Widner, Smith and Graziano (1996) also look at the methodology of 

FOK research. In a compUation of two studies, they looked at the 
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possibUity that the demand characteristics of FOK and TOT studies may 

impact the nature of the reports of participants. Using 60 general 

knowledge questions, the authors manipulated the instructions to the 

participants to suggest that either the questions were easy to answer 

(high demand) or difficult to answer (low demand). 

In the first study the authors demonstrated that partidpants in the 

low demand condition made substantiaUy fewer reports of TOT than 

participants in the high demand condition. However, in the second study, 

there was a differentiation in the reporting of TOT but not FOK. Winder 

et al. beHeve the "imminency" dimension of TOT is influenced by the 

demand of the situation, as opposed to the famiHarity aspect of the FOK. 

As it can be seen, there has been much research devoted to the 

aspect of metacognition that is known as feeHng of knowing. However, 

there is stiU much research that analyzes metacognition in a different 

way, using a different methodological framework. Structured interviews 

is also a methodology that is commonly used to evaluate the level of 

metacognition of an individual. 

Structured Interviews 

The method of structured interviews is utiHzed by many 

researchers across many domains (AUen & Amour-Thomas, 1992; Kurtz & 

Borkowski, 1987; Montague, Bos & Doucette, 1991; Short, 
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Schatschneider, & Friebert, 1993). In this method, researchers either ask 

participants specffic questions pertaining to the utUization of knowledge, 

or UtiHze vignettes, and require participants to demonstrate knowledge, 

regulation, and monitoring of strategies through their subsequent 

responses. The studies examined below are commonly cited and 

demonstrate the utUization of the structured interview method. 

Wong, Wong, and Blenkinsop (1989) studied 15 eighth-grade 

chUdren of average abiHty, 21 eighth- and eleventh-grade chUdren with 

learning disabiHties, and 23 sixth-grade chUdren of average abiHty. The 

general purpose of the study was to focus on chUdren's metacognitive 

knowledge of writing and compare that to the types of problems they have 

performing a writing task. The study had two parts. One part was a 

writing sample from each chUd in three writing conditions: a reportive 

essay with no spedfic topic, a reportive essay with a designated topic, and 

one essay that asked the chUdren to take a position on an issue. The 

second part of the study used a metacognitive interview containing four 

questions to determine each student's level of metacognition. 

Examples of the metacognitive interview questions are "How do you 

write?" and "What goes on in your head (mind) when you write?". The 

responses to each question, aU based on conceptions of writing, were 

categorized as metacognitive, cognitive, structural, affective, or 

unscorable responses. For example, for the question "Why do you think 
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some chUdren have trouble writing?", a response containing information 

indicating an understanding of writing as a means of communication and 

self-regulation was categorized as metacognitive, an answer indicating 

that there might be a difficulty in idea generation was classffied as 

cognitive, an answer that concerned feeHng about writing or that writing 

required practice was categorized as affective, and answers that indicated 

that construction of sentences and speUing may be problematic was 

classffied as structural. 

No specffic score was assigned to any level of the metacognitive 

interview. However, the authors referred to some responses as 

quaHtatively inferior. There was no interrater reUabUity reported for the 

metacognitive portion. However, they did report that agreement in 

categorizing partidpants' responses was very high and that 

disagreements between raters were resolved by discussion. 

Schraw and Dennison (1994) created a 52-item inventory to 

measure the metacognitive awareness of adults. This inventory is 

referred to as the Metacognitive Awareness Inventory (MAI). The 

purpose of this study was to design and evaluate the MAI to determine if 

it was suitable for use in determining the level of metacognitive of adults 

and adolescents. Two experiments were designed for this study. The first 

UtiHzed 197 partidpants from an introductory educational psychology 
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class. The metacognition inventory originaUy contained 120 items and 

was pUoted using 70 coUege students. After this initial analysis, items 

with extreme scores were dropped. The items were based on a theoretical 

scale of eight factors. These factors included (1) declarative knowledge, 

(2) procedural knowledge, (3) conditional knowledge, (4) planning, (5) 

information management strategies, (6) monitoring, (7) debugging 

strategies, and (8) evaluation of learning. The scores on this inventory 

were bipolar and continuous (100 points). Sample questions from this 

inventory read "I am a good judge of how weU I understand something^ 

and "I focus on the meaning and signfficance of new information" (p. 473). 

The second experiment also used the MAI and had 100 

participants. This experiment added a reading comprehension test, a 

confidence rating scale for each item on the reading comprehension test, 

and a pretest rating the participants' judgment of their reading abiHty. 

Both experiments combined did not confirm the existence of the eight 

factor structure. It appeared that after a restricted and unrestricted 

factor analysis only two factors emerged: regulation of cognition and 

knowledge of cognition. The second experiment did demonstrate there 

were relationships between knowledge and regulation of cognition and 

that pretest judgments were related to test performance. However, it stiU 

did not lend support for the eight factor model. Despite the results 
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mentioned, Schraw and Dennison stiU beHeve the NLAJ is a reHable initial 

test of metacognitive awareness for older students. 

Several studies use an instrument first seen in Swanson (1990) in 

order to evaluate the level of metacognition for chUdren in various abiHty 

groups (Short, 1992; Swanson, 1992; Swanson, Christie & Rubadeau, 

1993). This instrument was an open-ended interview-style questionnaire 

with a point system affiHated with the particular response given. 

Sometimes this instrument was seen in a 15-item version, and sometimes 

it was seen in a 17-item version. Since this questionnaire is the basis for 

the current research, it wiU be discussed in greater detaU later in this 

paper. However, it is important to note the studies accompHshed by some 

of these researchers and to discuss their findings. 

Short (1992) used the 17-item version of the questionnaire. She 

examined the role of cognition, metacognition, motivation and affective 

behavior on fifth-grade chUdren of various abiHty groupings. By doing 

this she determined that normaUy achieving chUdren were superior in aU 

domains, chUdren with learning disabiHties were comparable to chUdren 

with developmental handicaps in motivation and affective behavior, and 

that achievement was not uniform across the three populations. Again, as 

seen in other articles mentioned, the open-ended interview-style 

questionnaire was chosen to determine metacognitive levels of the 

partidpants, yet the support of the vaHdity of the scores feU short. 
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Specffic Research in Metacognition 

Theories of knowing of knowing have pervaded the research in 

many areas since the early studies of metamemory. The abiHty to 

monitor, regulate and control a cognitive enterprise has branched out and 

taken the form of the various domains that it may be appHcable to. The 

discipHnes of mathematics, reading and writing, sodaHzation, and general 

problem solving have aU developed their own line of metacognitive 

research to help explain the phenomenon and how it is manifested in that 

area. 

Metacognition and Mathematics 

Montague, Bos, and Doucette (1991) investigated the metacognitive 

and cognitive strategies of eighth-grade students by analyzing their 

verbaHzations during mathematical problem solving. Montague et al. also 

interviewed these chUdren on their perceived problem solving strategies. 

This analysis utUized four groups of students with ranging class 

placements, and much of the research was devoted to the comparison of 

the individual groups and their individual problems in mathematical 

problem solving. Although this study had some very interesting findings 

on the differences of chUdren with learning disabiHties and those without 

in the way they represent mathematical word problems, no spedfic 
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statements were made in further defining metacognition or demonstrating 

which attributes were spedficaUy metacognitive. 

In the same vein, another study by Montague (1992) developed a 

mathematical problem solving instruction program designed for middle 

school students with learning disabiHties. In this study she analyzed the 

differences in the students' performance based on the type of instruction 

received and determined that a mix of metacognitive and cognitive 

strategy instruction is better for the students than strategy instruction 

alone. 

Although the results of this study are of interest, what is more 

appHcable to this paper is her differentiation of what she considered 

metacognitive instruction versus cognitive instruction. Montague 

considered reading, paraphrasing, visuaHzing, estimating, computing, and 

checking, to be cognitive strategies. On the other hand, self-instruction, 

self-questioning, and self-monitoring were assodated with metacognitive 

processes. Although this does match weU with the theoretical background 

of the metacognition Hterature, there was no sample of the metacognitive 

instruction given, nor was there any information backing up her choice of 

instructional methods. Again, although there does seem to be a 

theoretical basis for what is being demonstrated in the Hterature, there 

seems to be an assumption made that the areas being covered do faU 
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under the domain of metacognition, and therefore no other construct 

vaHdity information is presented. 

CardeUe-Elawar (1995) also looked at metacognitive instruction in 

the area of mathematics. In this study, the interest was not only the 

effect of metacognitive instruction on the mathematical achievement of 

chUdren, but also on the effect this instruction had on attitudes toward 

mathematics. In this study, 489 students in third through eighth grade 

partidpated, the majority of them coming from low sodoeconomic families 

of Hispanic origin. AU partidpants scored below average on the 

mathematics portion of the Iowa Test of Basic SkiUs. Teachers 

responsible of the instruction were trained for this study in self-

monitoring and self-regulating activities through simulation, lecture and 

demonstrations. The achievement in mathematics was measured by a 

criterion referenced test designed for this study and the attitude for 

mathematics was measured by a variety of subscales used in other 

mathematics attitude studies. 

This study found that trained participants scored higher than their 

untrained peers on the criterion referenced test. Even though there were 

some differences in the way various teachers implemented the training, 

the author considered it sHght compared to the overaU mathematics 

performance and attitude toward the mathematics area. In general, the 
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students who received metacognitive instruction were more able to think 

for themselves during mathematical problem solving. 

Metacognition and Reading 

As in metacognition in mathematics, the area of reading also has 

inspired a variety of studies that touch upon metacognition in many ways. 

Some studies, as seen above, look at the affects of metacognitive 

instruction on reading comprehension and achievement. Meloth (1990) 

attempted to answer several questions pertaining to metacognitive 

instruction in reading, deaUng with changes that occur in a poor reader's 

knowledge of cognition, the effects on procedural and declarative reading 

knowledge, and the association of these factors with regulation of 

cognition and reading comprehension. 

Using six individual measures (some standardized tests, some 

developed through other research) Meloth tested 177 third-grade students 

with low reading abiHty. After base Hne measures were taken, 20 

teachers were assigned to either treatment or control groups. The 

teachers assigned to the treatment group were given four weeks of specffic 

training on commimication of a variety of reading strategies in addition to 

affective management strategies. The control group teachers received 

only the management training. 
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This study found that the differences between the group of children 

taught by the highly trained teachers versus the control group teachers 

were moderate, and extensive instruction time for the chUdren was 

required before these differences became signfficant. The author does say, 

that even though the resiUts of the study are disappointing, it is 

important to reaHze that this instruction was given in a normal classroom 

setting and that expecting immediate and dramatic differences may be 

unreasonable. 

Other studies consider the interest of partidpants in the topic area 

or prior knowledge to be important in metacognitive strategy acquisition. 

In a study by Tobias (1995), it was hypothesized that the interest in the 

topic area of heart disease would produce greater metacognitive activity 

for nursing students than a group of freshmen with no defined field of 

study. The partidpants were given a passage to read containing 38 

identffied vocabulary words, some defined expHdtly in the text. During 

the reading of this passage, partidpants were asked to check which words 

were known and which words were not known. After reading the passage, 

the partidpants took a vocabulary test containing the words noted in the 

text. 

OveraU, partidpants who demonstrated an interest in the material 

were better judges of their vocabulary knowledge than those who had no 

apparent interest in the topic. The general finding of this research adds 
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merit to the theory of personaHzing material to be learned in order to 

achieve better utiHzation of metacognition and enhance learning. 

Gaultney (1995) was interested in how prior knowledge and 

metacognition effected acquisition of reading comprehension. Forty-five 

boys, approximately 10 years of age, were identffied as basebaU experts 

(via a test adapted from a test used in research on basebaU experts and 

novices) and partidpated in this study. These chUdren were also 

identffied as high risk students due to low grades in reading. In addition 

to the basebaU pretest, used in the initial identffication process, 

partidpants were also given a test of declarative metacognitive 

knowledge. The testing phase of the study included the use of a 

commerdaUy avaUable kit that contained stories about famous sports 

stars. There were four groups used in the testing procedure. In one 

condition the boys read stories about basebaU stars and in one condition 

the stories concerned sports that were less familiar. For each of these 

conditions, half the boys received strategy training and practice and half 

did not. Comprehension was assessed via a free recaU task and a 

comprehension test. In general, the results provided support for the 

predicted effect that the boys who were trained and read stories in their 

area of expertise, demonstrated the greatest strategy acquisition. 

It seems interesting that the possible assodation between areas of 

expertise and areas of interest were not mentioned in either of the two 
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previously reviewed articles. As seen earHer in the study by Tobias (1995) 

the area of medical knowledge may weU be an area of expertise for the 

students who chose to pursue that course of study. Likewise, in Gaultney 

(1995), the area of expertise in basebaU may have some association with 

the area of interest. 

In a different vein, Schraw (1994) investigated whether the 

knowledge of cognition had any effect on the way individuals regulate 

cognition. As in the previous study, undergraduates from an educational 

psychology class partidpated in the research (N=115). This study utUized 

a pretest to determine the participants' assessment of their own reading 

abiHties, a reading comprehension test, a performance accuracy rating 

scale, and a summative performance scale. 

Schraw noted that the three metacognitive variables were used in 

this analysis. A derived mean accuracy score was used as a measure of 

on-Hne regulation, a scaled score for accuracy was used to measure local 

metacognition (this was the degree to which the metacognitive 

assessments were accurate for each test question) and a derived post-test 

accuracy score was computed to determine global metacognitive 

regulation, which was sensitive to self-feedback during the testing 

situation. GeneraUy, these results demonstrated that older learners, 

although they were accurate judges of their monitoring abiHty lacked 
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some regulatory skiUs required to help them monitor their learning 

effectively. 

Metacognition and Social .̂ killa 

As weU as the study of metacognition in the area of academics, 

some researchers have also demonstrated an interest in the abUity to 

monitor and regulate learning that occurs in social situations 

(Karabenick, 1996). According to Karabenick, most studies in the area of 

metacognition have focused on the learning or studying which occurs in a 

primarily soHtary environment. However, substantial learning also 

occurs in social settings and this context for learning should not be 

disregarded. 

Andrews and Conte (1993) investigated the assumption that the 

apparent lack of strategic awareness in chUdren with learning disabiHties 

hampers their performance in sodal as weU as academic domains. Forty 

chUdren with severe learning disabiHties and an average age of 11 years 

participated in this study. Five scales of the Achenbach ChUd Behavior 

CheckHst were administered. These scales were withdrawal, anxiety-

depression, sodal, attention and aggression. The group was then broken 

into control and treatment groups. Then, over the course of the school 

year, the partidpants were taught the strategies of predicting, 

summarizing, questioning, and clarifying which were expanded in order to 
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be appHcable to social situations. It is important to note that social 

interaction was tested along with reading group interaction, so that both 

the academic and sodal assessments were evaluated simultaneously. In 

general, this study demonstrated a program that incorporates both the 

academic and social domains can lead to improvement in both areas of 

functioning. However, Andrews and Conte, do note that the difficulty of 

transferring these skills to others domain areas in other situations stUl 

remains. 

Metacognition and Problem Solving 

The past few sections discussed the early research in metamemory, 

which set the stage for the later research in metacognition. Many 

methods for analyzing metacognition were presented. In addition, many 

instruments were discussed along with the psychometric properties stated 

within the individual studies that utiHzed those instrvunents. There is 

stUl the need for more vaHdity support for the scores on these instruments 

to be regarded as psychometricaUy sound. 

To further investigate the interview-style questionnaire used in 

this study, it is important to review the area that the metacognitive 

instrument is attempting to tap. This leads now to a review of theories 

and concepts in the area of problem solving. 
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Problem Solving Theory 

In order to fuUy understand metacognition in relation to general 

problem solving it is first important to understand problem solving itself. 

According to Anderson (1990) there are three essential features that 

characterize a problem solving situation. Those features are goal 

directedness, subgoal decomposition, and operator selection. Goal 

directedness is the behavior of striving to reach a spedfic goal. Subgoal 

decomposition is the act of breaking the original problem down into 

subgoals. Operator selection is the selection of the specffic actions needed 

to transform one problem state into another and move toward the goal 

state. Even the most basic problem solving can be characterized in this 

way. The concepts of state and operator are what define the entire 

problem space in a given situation (Anderson, 1993). 

In order to solve a problem a person must start at an initial state, 

go through some number of intermediate states, and then finaUy arrive at 

a goal state. Search is used for finding the correct sequence of problem 

solving operators and moving through the problem space from the initial 

state to the goal state. 

According to Anderson, a problem solving method is used in 

selecting problem solving operators and methods which wUl utiHze 

information learned in order to solve a problem. Difference-reduction 

method, means-ends analysis, working backward, and hUl cHmbing are 
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aU methods that help a problem solver select the correct problem solving 

operators. Other terms, such as functional fixedness, set effects, and 

incubation effects, describe the way individuals represent problems 

during a problem solving situation (Anderson, 1990). 

Functional fixedness is the inabUity of persons to represent an 

object in a novel way or with a novel function. By representing only the 

conventional function of an object, persons may be unable to solve a 

problem correctly. For example, if a problem requires a rock to be used as 

a hammer, yet the person cannot view the rock as anjrthing but a rock, 

functional fixedness has occurred. 

Set effects are a demonstration of a bias that occurs for some 

problem solvers when they choose some problem solving operators over 

others due to experience. When solving a set of mathematical word 

problems, if the first few problems require the same actions to be solved, 

yet a final word problem looks similar but requires a different set of 

operators, many novice problem solvers may attempt to use the same 

operator from the previous situations. 

Incubation effects are similar to set effects in that the problem 

solver is unable to solve a problem due to the inabiHty to choose the 

correct problem solving operators. The problem solver is only able to look 

at the problem in one way. However, if the problem is left alone for a 

period of time, and the problem solver aUows a reprieve from the 
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situation, often the problem solution, that is the correct operator, wiU 

occur to him (Anderson, 1990). 

Davidson, Deuser, and Sternberg (1994) address problem solving in 

a sHghtly different way. They state that aU problems contain three 

characteristics. They are the givens, the goals, and the obstacles. Givens 

are the elements, the components, and the relationships between and 

among elements and components, (joals are solutions or outcomes. 

Obstacles are the characteristics of the problem solver and the 

characteristics of the problem situations that interfere with the objective 

of the problem, that is, the transformation from the initial state to the 

goal state. 

Metacognition, according to Davidson et al., helps the problem 

solver understand that there is a problem to be solved, determine 

SpedficaUy what the problem is and have an understanding of how to 

reach a solution. More succinctly, the four steps to this metacognitive 

process involve (1) identifying the problem, (2) mentaUy representing the 

problem, (3) planning how to proceed and (4) evaluating performance. 

Davidson et al. note the first stage may indeed be the most important. 

Aspects of Anderson's Theory of Problem Solving 

Anderson (1993) developed a theory which basicaUy states that 

when an individual in a problem solving situation is unable to arrive at 
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the appropriate problem solving operators, the individual wiU activate a 

search in an attempt to arrive at analogous problems that have simUar 

problem states. In other words, the individual wiU attempt to solve the 

problem by utiHzing problem operators from simUar problems. In this 

theory, there are two basic stages. The initial state of the problem is 

referred to as the interpretive state. This stage requires the problem 

solver to remember examples of problem-solving and then interprets 

them. The procedural stage is where procedural knowledge is encoded as 

production rules. The knowledge compUation that occurs during the 

interpretive stage is what moves the problem solver to this second stage. 

The production rules use problem solving operators that have been 

encoded in an abstract way, and that can be appHed in many situations. 

This aUows for more problem solving examples in an individual's 

repertoire of problem solving knowledge. 

Nature of Problem Solving 

According to Alexander, Judy and Kim (1988), the knowledge that 

one has about a field, such as mathematics or reading, is referred to as 

domain-specffic knowledge. The problem solving strategies that one 

employs to enhance understanding or recaU of knowledge in a particular 

domain may be either spedfic to that domain or general, non-domain 

spedfic. Domain specffic knowledge is declarative, procedural or 
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conditional (Alexander & Judy, 1988). Again, declarative knowledge is 

knowledge about facts and procedural knowledge is the knowledge about 

how to perform various cognitive activities (Anderson, 1990). Conditional 

knowledge is the understanding of how to obtain facts or employ 

strategies. Alexander and Judy go on to say that some strategies utUized 

in procedural knowledge "exist in varying degrees of generaHty or 

separation from specffic domains" (1988, p.376) and that there are several 

across-domain strategies that are appHcable to several content areas. 

Thus, lending credence to the concept of general problem solving 

strategies. 

Frensch and Sternberg (1991) also differentiate between domain-

general and domain-specffic problem solving abiHties. In their article 

discussing game playing, they differentiate between the two concepts, 

stating that novices at any game use domain-general problem solving 

abiHties, whereas experienced players use a wide range of domain spedfic 

knowledge. 

In addition, domain specffic problem solving strategies may be 

directly affected by a person's abiHties in the general problem solving 

realm. That is, a person who has poor general problem solving skUls may 

not be able to function weU in a domain specffic area (Bransford & Stein, 

1993). Borkowski, Schneider and Pressley (1989) add that general 
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strategy knowledge actuaUy directs the domain specffic strategy 

knowledge. 

lU-Structured Problems 

Since the basic design of the Swanson instrument utiHzes iU-

structured problems, it seems necessary to define this concept to a greater 

extent. The terms "Ul-structured" and "iU-defined" seemed to be used 

synonymously in the Hterature, and this wiU be reflected in this section. 

As stated earHer, aU problems can be characterized as being 

comprised of a variety of basic components. A problem is considered iU-

structured if one or more of these components are missing or unclear, 

(Davidson et al., 1990; Holyoak, 1995). If a problem does not have a dear 

goal or an ambiguous initial state, for example, then the problem would be 

though of as Ul-structured. Most "real-Hfe" problems would be considered 

iU-structured, since they are harder to define and are more contest 

dependent (Nagy, 1994). 

Fredricksen (1990) presented the view that aU problems contain the 

information needed but it is the problem solver's abiHty to solve a problem 

that makes it either iU-structured or weU-structured. Although it is 

considered feasible that levels of expertise may aUow for an individual to 

see structure in a problem that to an individual less knowledgeable would 

seem Ul-structured, this is not the commonly accepted explanation of this 
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phenomenon. To demonstrate this point, Voss and Post (1988) use the 

example of an architect designing a house. This situation may appear 

very chaotic to a novice, but can be decomposed into smaUer, better 

structure problems by an expert. 

In addition, it has been noted (Fredricksen, 1990; Voss & Post, 

1988) that there is not a dichotomy in the concepts of Ul-structured and 

weU-structured problems, but a continuum. The exact nature of the 

problem is dependent on where the problem solver is in the solution 

process. 

Metacognitive AppHcabiHtv of Problem Solving Theory 

The areas of problem solving and metacognition are tightly 

intermeshed. It has generaUy been accepted that metacognitive 

capabiHties play an important role in academic achievement (Carr, 

Alexander, & Folds-Bennett, 1994) and that metacognitive abiHty helps 

provide a person with the direction for the utiHzation of strategies. It is 

also noted that although chUdren can be easUy taught to execute 

strategies for problem solving, they have much more difficulty with 

strategy maintenance and strategy generalization (Muthukrishna & 

Borkowski, 1995) and that expHcit direct instruction is not necessarily 

foUowed by widespread strategy use. In addition, Muthukrishna and 

Borkowski, in their discussion of discovery learning, go on to say teachers 
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must redirect the thinking of students engaged in the leaning process. 

Clark and Taylor (1992) say that in order to understand those individuals 

who obtain expert status in a particular area, it is necessary to define the 

deep structures and the problem solving processes utUized. 

As FlaveU (1979, 1985, 1995) stated, metacognition is the abiHty to 

monitor, regulate and control cognitive activity, and cognitive activity is 

entwined with many aspects of problem solving theory. It then seems 

logical to view aspects of problem solving theory from a metacognitive 

theoretical perspective. 

VaHdity Issues 

Since one major purpose of this paper is to evaluate the vaHdity of 

the Swanson instrimient designed to measure metacognition, this section 

wiU review certain aspects of vaHdity and analyze them in respect to the 

Swanson instrument. 

One of the first discussions of vaHdity can be found in a seminal 

article written by Cronbach and Meehl (1955). In this article they discuss 

the results of the American Psychological Assodation's meeting on 

psychological tests. This committee's charter was to determine what 

quaHties shoxUd be investigated for a psychological test prior to being 

published. The authors set the framework for the standards of tests and 

measures to be used through to the present day. The four categories of 
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vaHdity determined by this committee to be essential were predictive, 

concurrent, content, and construct vaHdity (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955). 

The newest concept from this historic paper was construct validity. A 

construct was defined by the authors as "some postulated attribute of 

people, assumed to be reflected in test performance" (p. 283). 

In a different theoretical perspective, Brigberg and McGrath (1985) 

discuss the VaHdity Network Schema (VNS) which breaks vaHdity down 

into three specffic domains. These domains are substantive, conceptual, 

and methodological. The substantive domain consists of the phenomena 

to be studied. The conceptual domain is the domain that attributes 

properties to the phenomena. The methodological domain indudes 

techniques for gathering information about the phenomena. Although 

this is an interesting perspective on vaHdity, it is not the common, 

accepted theory. 

VaHdity, for the most part, is accepted as the level at which the 

measurement device actuaUy provides the information that is relevant to 

the question or concept under investigation (Martin & Bateson, 1993). In 

general, a vaHdation of a test attempts to determine if the scores of the 

test measure what the author claims it measures (Salvia & Ysseldyke, 

1991). Currently these concepts of vaHdity are StiU widely accepted. In 

brief, predictive and concurrent vaHdity, know as criterion oriented 

vaHdity (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955), are used when a researcher compares 
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the scores of a particular test with the actual behavior in question (Crowl. 

1993). For example, the actual achievement of a student in coUege would 

be the criterion by which a coUege aptitude test would be compared. 

Content vaHdity is the examination of test content to determine if aU 

areas of the domain behavior have been covered and included in the test 

(Anastasi, 1982). Construct vaHdity is the "fuU-blown specffication of a 

network of theoretical relations and a through empirical verffication of 

those relations" (WUey, 1991, p. 76). PeUegrino (1988) altered the concept 

of content vaHdity sHghtly and referred to it as practical vaHdity. 

Practical vaHdity involves the domain of the knowledge being analyzed 

and whether or not the test designed to measure that domain provides 

diagnostic or prescriptive information. Although PeUegrino states that 

this is not a major part of vaHdity testing, it is nevertheless an essential 

part. 

In summary, there are many theoretical perspectives on vaHdity, 

however, they aU seem to agree that vaHdation of a test instrument is 

important, and that every aspect of vaHdity should play a role in the 

development of an instrument. With these concepts in mind, it is the 

point of this study to investigate the content vaHdity of the Swanson 

instrument. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS 

Participants 

Forty-three participants were used in this study: 21 professors and 

22 graduate students in the fields of psychology and educational 

psychology. There were 20 males and 23 females. Thirty-seven of the 

participants were from the psychology field and 6 were from the field of 

education. The mean age for the group was 34 years old. 

Since this study uses an instrument designed to measure 

metacognition in the area of general problem solving, the partidpants 

chosen were those who would most Hkely be experienced with theories 

and terminology in that area. It is not essential for these individuals to 

be expert problem solvers themselves; however, they should be familiar 

with the theories and the Hterature. Therefore, partidpants from the 

areas of psychology and educational psychology were chosen because 

those discipHnes often cover problem solving theory. 

Glaser (1991) stated that experts and novices may have equal 

abiHties when referring to smaU pieces of domain related information, 

however, experts are more able to utiHze that information. Swanson's 

scoring guide utiHzes many terms that are noted in the dassical problem 

solving Hterature and therefore it is helpful that the raters of this scoring 
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system be familiar with these terms. Also, the ranking of responses 

required utiHzation of knowledge of classical problem solving information, 

so it was expected that experts would be able to accompHsh the ranking 

task. AdditionaUy, experts participated in this study to help give credence 

to the rankings they provided. Considering these points, professors and 

graduate students in the areas of psychology and educational psychology 

were ideal for this purpose. 

A multiple-choice exam on classical problem solving theory, 

created for use in this study, was used to determine the level of knowledge 

these individuals had about concepts in dassical problem solving theory. 

No individuals were eliminated from the study due to scores on this exam, 

however, their performance on the miUtiple-choice exam was examined 

and their rankings given on the metacognitive interview were analyzed 

with that performance considered. 

Attempts were made to soHcit partidpants from various 

universities. Due to the limited number of partidpants fulfilling the 

criteria for this study, aU participants who qualffied and were willing to 

partidpate were accepted. 

When a partidpant was located, a letter was sent by maU or e-maU 

explaining the study and the requirements. A copy of this letter is in 

Appendix B. A packet was sent to those who agreed to partidpate. K a 
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packet was not returned, an additional communication was made in order 

to obtain the data. 

Instnimpntft 

In this study two instruments were used. One was a multiple-

choice exam designed to assess knowledge of classical problem solving 

theory and the other was the structured interview used by Swanson et al. 

(1993) to assess metacognitive abiHty. An extensive pUot study was 

carried out in order to identify any problems with the instruments prior to 

the actual implementation. 

The Test of Problem Solving Knowledge 

The test of problem solving knowledge was a 22-item multiple-

choice examination compUed from a test bank for a text in human 

learning (Ormrod, 1990), information from a cognition textbook 

(Anderson, 1990) and Hterature on dassical problem solving (Anderson, 

1993). The mvUtiple-choice test of problem solving terminology can be 

seen in Appendix D. 

Test Development 

In its original form the multiple-choice test was given to four 

professors who were knowledgeable in the areas of problem solving and/or 
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metacognition. These professors were asked to evaluate the questions 

that were unclear or unnecessary, and to add any questions they deemed 

important. After this version of the test was edited (13 questions were 

changed and one was removed), the test was given to the ten individuals 

participating in the first pUot study. After that version was edited to 

remove t5T)ographical errors, the test was given to 50 undergraduates and 

32 post baccalaureate students (those students who already graduated but 

are not enroUed in a graduate program) in the same format. 

Each of the questions on the multiple-choice test were designed to 

cover areas that the Swanson instrument also covered. The areas of the 

final version of the multiple-choice test were as foUows: question 1, 

transfer of knowledge; question 2, heuristics; question 3, Ul defined 

problems; questions 4 and 13, general problem solving; question 5, the 

trial and error strategy; question 6, incubation; question 7, set effects; 

question 8, functional fixedness; question 9, the role of retrieval and 

memory; question 10, analogies; questions 11 and 21, domain specffic 

knowledge; question 14, dedarative knowledge; question 15, procedural 

knowledge; question 16, the strategy of hiU climbing; question 17, the 

strategy of working backward; question 18, the states of problem solving; 

questions 19 and 22, problem space; and question 20, retrieval of 

solutions. 
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It is important to distinguish between the abUity to solve problems 

and declarative knowledge of problem solving theory and facts. It was not 

of interest in this study whether the participants were able to quickly 

solve problems nor if they had a personal abiHty in any particular problem 

solving area. It was of interest if whether or not the participants knew 

the basic textbook facts about problem solving that might be introduced in 

a basic learning or psychology class. For example, "What does functional 

fixedness mean?" taps the knowledge of the concept not whether the 

individual wiU suffer from it in a particular instance. 

The Metacognitive Interview 

The main instrument used in this study is an interview-style open-

ended questionnaire developed by Swanson and used in several studies 

(Short, 1992; Swanson et al., 1993; Swanson, 1990, 1993). There were 15 

questions contained in this instrument. An example of one of these 

questions is Hsted below. 

"Ann was lost in a forest and she came to a town in which there were 
two kinds of people, "truth tellers" and "liars". Truth tellers always tell the 
truth and liars always lie. The first person Ann talks to gives her 
directions to get home. The second person she talks to gives her different 
directions. Does Ann have a problem to solve? Why?" 

Even though these questions were open ended, the scoring guide 

developed by Swanson had spedfic point values assigned to certain types 
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of answers. Swanson's scoring guide also included some example 

responses along with specffic response/answer guideHnes. The scoring for 

the question above is: 

5 points-
The response is a statement related to the problem goal (statement 
related to direction) and parameter of the problem 

Examples: "she doesn 't know which way to take nor who to 
believe" 

4points-
The response is a statement related to the problem parameter in terms 
of ways of judging the credibility of the source 

Examples: "she doesn't know which one to believe" 
" she doesn't know which one is telling the 
truth" 
"shegets two different answers" 

3 points-
The response states the problem (different directions) but does not state 
the problem parameter 

Examples: "she just asked two people " 

2 points-
The response is a statement related to relying on an external source 

Examples: "needs to ask her mom " 

1 point-
The response is a statement that is not like any of the ones given 

Opoints-
The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 

The responses that referenced ambiguous answers or "I don't know" 

were eliminated from the study. It is important to recaU that this study 

did not administer the instrument, but asked for a ranking of the 
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responses in Hght of the questions. Asking a participant to rank such 

responses as " I don't known" would not help evaluate the responses since 

it would be logical that these would indeed be the lowest scores for aU 

ranked responses, and could falsely represent the agreement attempted to 

be demonstrated by the statistical analysis. 

PUot Data 

There were three separate testing sessions that made up the pUot 

test portion of this study. Ten undergraduate students from an 

introductory psychology course partidpated in the first session. For this 

session, participants took the entire test, filling out the demographic 

worksheet, taking the multiple-choice exam, and completing the sorting 

task. This trial run was to ensure that instructions were understood and 

that there were no errors on either the instructions, the exam, or the 

sorting task. Questions that seemed to be extremely confusing or poorly 

worded were eliminated at this point. 

Fifty undergraduates participated in the second testing session 

which was mainly for obtaining psychometric data on the multiple-choice 

exam only. The data for this can be seen in Appendix F. After the test 

was evaluated, it appeared that the scores were too low to obtain 

meaningful data, but the questions were stUl reviewed for any obvious 

problems. Because the scores were so low, 32 post-baccalaureate students 
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were used for the second re-evaluation of the multiple-choice exam. This 

data can also be seen in Appendix F. 

The multiple-choice test was designed to measure knowledge of 

problem solving, and it appeared as though the information on the test 

was above the level of achievement of both the undergraduates and the 

post baccalaureate partidpants. It was important that the test not be too 

simple since it was designed to measure a higher level of knowledge. 

Participants faUed to achieve a mean score of above 47.15% in either of 

the testing groups. Due to the low scores and the skewed distribution, 

other statistics (such as the point bi-serial correlations) would not produce 

meaningful results. That is, when the data have far too many low scores, 

the distribution is skewed and statistics that normaUy produce 

meaningful results, are affected by the overaU scores. The test was used 

as pUoted, and the complete psychometric analysis was reserved for the 

main study. 

General Procedures 

Since this test was maUed to every partidpant, and every 

partidpant had no experimenter intervention during study, the exact 

directions were very specffic and detaUed to prevent any confusion. 

Samples of the instructions are induded in Appendix E. 
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The Metacognitive Interview Procedure 

Participants were given a large envelope containing 15 smaUer 

envelopes. Each envelope contained one question from the Swanson 

interview and five or four cards containing the responses for that 

question. Each card contained one response and the examples of that 

response as they were written in the scoring guide. The entire scale used 

to rank the responses was written on each of the response cards, so there 

would be no question as to the scale to be used. By placing the individual 

cards randomly in the envelopes, the responses were removed in a random 

order. The exact instructions for participants for the metacognitive 

portion were: 

This packet contains 15 envelopes all containing different questions 
related to aspects of problem solving. These packets are numbered Ul 
through #15. 

For packet #7, open the packet and empty the contents. There will be 1 
dark card with a question and 5 light cards with possible responses to that 
question. 

Read the question carefully, keeping in mind any knowledge you have 
about aspects of problem solving theory. Choose the response that you feel 
best answers the question and give it a rank of "5". Write your response 
directly on the card. Then, choose the next best response and rank it "4". 
Continue this process until all responses have been ranked in order. Do 
not duplicate any responses or leave any responses blank. 

When you are finished ranking the responses to question #i return all the 
cards to the envelope and proceed to envelope #2. Please be sure to return 
the cards to the correct envelope. 
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Note: Some of the questions may have a varied number of responses to 
choose from. 

It is important to note that the participants were being asked to 

rank the responses not rate the responses. In other words the 

participants were asked to compare the responses and choose the one 

response they felt would be best, then second best and so on. An interval 

rating scale aUowed for more flexibUity in the choice of statistical 

procedures, and asking the participants to rank responses aUowed them 

to be less specffic in the quantffication of attributes (Cook & Cress, 1992). 

It was easier for participants to determine that one response was simply 

better then another, as opposed to determining how much better the 

response might be. 

In order to decrease the complexity of the long distance data 

coUection, each subject received a large envelope containing the foUowing 

items: 

1 demographic questionnaire and consent form 

1 multiple-choice problem solving exam 

1 metacognitive envelope containing: 

15 small envelopes each containing: 

1 card with a structured interview question 

5 (or 4) cards with one response on each 
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1 addressed stamped envelope to return the study 

The envelopes, the exams and the demographic questionnaire were 

marked with an identffication code to insure that each participant's 

packet remained intact. The large envelope was marked with the address 

of the researcher and stamped with the proper postage. 

Content Analysis 

Content vaHdity is usuaUy used to determine if subject matter on 

an achievement-type examination is inclusive and exhaustive (Anastasi, 

1982). Thus a test constructed to evaluate metacognition would not 

necessarily be evaluated in this manner. In the present study, a content 

analysis was performed to evaluate each aspect of the Swanson 

instrument to determine what areas of problem-solving were apparently 

covered. This analysis is located in Appendix C. This analysis takes each 

individual question and identffies the areas of problem solving theory 

included in the question. This evaluation was used to determine which 

items should be induded in the test of problem solving knowledge. 

Analysis 

Several analyses were accompHshed on the Swanson instrument. 

The first analysis was the quaUtative content analysis which was 

discussed above. This analysis was used in conjunction with the other 
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analyses to further evaluate the vaHdity of this instrument. There was 

also an in depth analysis of the multiple-choice test and the 

ranking/sorting task. 

Multiple Choice Test 

The analysis for the multiple-choice test served two purposes. 

First, it was accompHshed to differentiate the partidpants with higher 

knowledge of problem solving terminology from those with Httle 

knowledge. A t-test (two-taUed, a = .05) was used for this analysis. 

Secondly, other psychometric analyses were run to obtain the overaU 

properties of the instrument. These analyses included descriptive 

statistics, a Cronbach alpha (1957), and point biserial correlations. The 

Cronbach alpha was performed to determine if there was internal 

consistency in the miUtiple-choice test. The point biserial was 

accompHshed to determine the correlations between the overaU scores and 

the individual items on the test. This aUows for the evaluation of 

individual test items in respect to the abiHties of the partidpants seen in 

the overaU scores. 
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Ranking/Sorting Task 

There were three quantitative statistical analyses performed on the 

instrument. A KendaU Coefficient of concordance W was performed to 

determine the consistency of ranked responses for professors, students, 

and both groups combined. Also an additional test, similar to the 

Freedman test (Conover, 1971) was performed to determine the 

signfficance of W. The KendaU coefficient of concordance comes in many 

algebraic forms, a readable form in Siegel and CasteUan (1988) is: 

N 

W = Z (Ri - R)2 
i=l 

N(N2.1)/12 
where in this study: 

N= number of responses being ranked 

Ri = average of the ranks assigned to the ith response 

R = the grand mean of the ranks assigned to the N 

response across aU partidpants 

N(N2- 1)/12 = maximum possible sum of the squared deviations, 

i.e. the nimaerator which would occur if there were perfect 

agreement among the k rankings, and average rankings were 

1, 2,...,N 
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The KendaU coefficient of concordance W is a deviation formula. 

Using the grand mean of ranks across responses and the specffic response 

means of rankings by participants, this formula finds the deviation, 

which is the difference between the mean response rankings and the 

grand mean ranking, and divides this deviation by the maximum possible 

sum of the squared deviations (Siegel & CasteUan, 1988). In this formula 

each column is summed to get Ri. Then Ri is divided by k (not directly in 

the formula) to get the average ranks per column or the Ri. k is the 

number of partidpants. 

In this case, using responses for question one as an example, the 

average individual ranking was achieved by finding the mean for the 

ranked responses of aU the subjects for the first response ranked (e.g. 

participant 12 gave question 1/response 1 a rank of 5, participant 13 gave 

question 1/response 1 a rank of 4, etc.). The average rank was found by 

dividing the simi of the ranks by the number of participants. This was 

continued for each ranking. The grand mean was achieved by finding the 

mean score across aU responses. This "W was obtained for each question, 

for professors, students and the group combined. 

To add more clarity to the statistics accompHshed and the 

appHcation of the W, table 1 demonstrates an example of the data matrix 

that was used to calculate this formula. 
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Table 1. Matrix for the Concordance W 

Participants 
Question Number X 
Swanson Swanson Swanson Swanson 
Response Response Response Response 
A B C D 

Participant X Rank of 4 Rank of 3 Rank of 2 Rank of 1 

(the individual (the rank order chosen by the participant for 
partidpant #) each of the Swanson responses for that 

particular question) 

participants 
are referred to 
in the formula 
OS '%" 

the number of responses is referred to in the 
formula as 'W 

Partidpant Y 
Participant Z 

Rank of 3 Rank of 4 Rank of 2 Rank of 1 
Rank of 3 Rank of 2 Rank of 4 Rank of 1 

There was no "overaU W' calculated. There are two reasons for 

this. One, due to the nature of the formiUa, W is used to determine 

agreement of the experts on the particular question. There is no 

calculation to determine the agreement across aU questions considering 

the questions have different numbers of responses. In addition, this study 

evaluated the individual questions as separate units. It was expected that 

the questions would not aU demonstrate the same level of agreement. 

Since this was the case, if it was possible to calculate the overaU W for the 

test, questions with high agreement would naturaUy cancel out questions 

with low agreement, hence not providing any information useful in 

judging the test as a whole. 
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The signfficance of W is calculated by transforming the obtained VV. 

This quantity is approximately distributed as chi-square with X-1 degrees 

of freedom, where N equals the number of responses (Siegel & CasteUan, 

1988). This formula is : 

X2 = k(N-l)W 

where: 

k = the number of participants ranking the responses 

N = the number of items or responses to be ranked 

W= is the concordance W derived from the formiUa noted above. 

The signfficance of W may be calciUated when N<5 and k is from 3 to 20 

with a table specfficaUy designed for W (Siegel & CasteUan, 1988, p. 261). 

There is a formula for W for smaU sample sizes (under 20) and under 

seven items to be ranked. This statistic was calculated and the same 

results were obtained. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Participants 

The demographic information for the participants in this study can 

be seen in Table 2. Although the participants were asked to estimate the 

number of courses in psychology, educational psychology, and problem 

solving they had taken, most of them did not respond to these questions or 

responded in a manner that could not be tabulated as part of the results 

(e.g. the response may have restated the degree earned or used terms 

such as "many courses" or "few courses"). 

Table 2. Demographic information on participants 
Participant 

Professor 

Grad Stud 

OveraU n Program 

Ed Psych 5 
21 Psychology 16 

Ed Psych 1 
22 Psychology 21 

Gender 

male 
female 
male 
female 

Mean Age 
-yrs 

13 
8 43.14 
15 
7 26.64 

Multiple-choice Exam 

Results of the 22 item exam were converted from a raw score to a 

percentage. The scores for the partidpants were analyzed in two ways. 

One part induded aU test items and one part included an adjusted score. 
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The adjusted score did not include the questions that were missed by 

more than 50% of the sample. The percentages of missed questions were 

calculated with the professors alone, the students alone and both 

combined. Since the graduate students were considered not as expert in 

this area, it was important to not eUminate questions that were only 

missed by the students, but to evaluate the missed questions in both 

groups. The questions and the percentage of missed responses for 

professors, graduate students, and both groups combined can be seen in 

Table 3. 

Table 3. Percentage of incorrect answers given by participants 
Participant Question 2 Question 7 Question 16 Question 17 Question 19 
Professors 
Students 
OveraU 

80.95 
86.36 
83.72 

66.67 
50.00 
58.14 

66.67 
90.91 
79.07 

71.43 
54.55 
62.79 

47.62 
86.36 
67.44 

Due to the almost perfect spHt of answers for question 19 for the 

professors (ten professors picked the same wrong answer) it added more 

support for the eUmination of the question as a bad question even though 

52.38 percent of the professors chose the right answer. 

Some general descriptive statistics for the multiple-choice test for 

the adjusted and vinadjusted scores can be seen in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics for adjusted and unadjusted scores 

Unadjusted 
Scores 

Adjusted 
Scores 

Professors 
Grad 
Students 

Professors 
Grad 
Students 

Mean 
Scores* 

75.97 

66.73 

88.52 

78.61 

Stand Dev 

7.89 

10.15 

8.42 

12.52 
'Scores are based on percentage values 

The professors had a mean of 88.52 and a standard deviation of 

8.42 for the adjusted score test. The students had a mean of 77.94 and a 

standard deviation of 12.64 for the adjusted score test. 

T-tests were run to determine any signfficant difference between 

the professor scores and the graduate student scores. Because questions 

were eUminated from the test, t-tests were run with both unadjusted and 

adjusted scores to determine if the deleted questions had any effect on the 

scores. The results can be seen in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Unpaired T-tests for adjusted and unadjusted scores 

Mean Difference DF t-Value P-Value 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 
** signfficant at the .01 level 

Regardless of whether the test was analyized for the unadjusted or 

adjusted scores, there was stiU a signfficant difference between the 

professors and the graduate students below the .01 level. The professors 

scored signfficantly better on the test of problem solving knowledge than 

did the graduate students. This shows the professors had signfficantly 

more knowledge about problem solving terms than the graduate students. 

To further analyze the multiple-choice test results, the results of 

the second pUot study were added to the analysis. It was expected that 

the pUot study partidpants were probably less knowledgeable of the 

problem solving terminology (due to their level of education and program 

enrollment). It was expected there would be a signfficant difference 

between the professors and the post baccalaureate participants, but it was 

of interest to see if there was a difference between the graduate students 

and the post baccalaureate partidpants. The results of the ANOVA can 

be see in Table 6. 
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Table 6. ANOVA of problem solving test for professors, graduate students 
and post bach students 

Source 
Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 

Total 

D.F. 

2 

72 

74 

Sum of 
Squares 

11819.391 

7023.7399 

18843.1305 

Mean 
Squares 

5909.6953 

97.5519 

F Ratio 

60.58 

F Prob 

.0000*** 

•k** signfficant above the .01 level 

A Tukey-HSD test with a signfficance level of .050 demonstrated that 

there were signfficant differences between the three groups. Table 7 

shows this in detaU. 

Table 7. Tukey test results for aU three groups 

Mean 

46.87 

66.735 

75,9748 

Post Grad 
Baccalaureate Students 

Post 
Baccalaureate 
Grad Students 

Professors 

Professor 
s 

* indicates signfficant differences between groups 

It appears that the professors did signfficantly better than both 

groups on the test of problem solving knowledge and that the graduate 

students did signfficantly better than the post bach students. The test 
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does appear to discriminate between the knowledge levels of problem 

solving terminology of the three groups of participants. 

A Cronbach alpha was also used with the test scores. This 

analysis resulted in an alpha of .3811. This is a fairly low reUabUity 

coefficient, and may have been caused by the homogeneity of the 

participants' scores. 

A point biserial was run on the multiple-choice test scores of both 

the professors and the graduate students combined and the professors 

only. The point biserial test is run to determine how each question on the 

test correlates to the overaU scores obtained by the participants. These 

results can be seen in Tables 8 and 9. Question 20 resulted in a perfect 

score across aU subjects which led to an invaUd point biserial. No 

correlation is given for that question in Tables 8 and 9. 

Table 8. Point biserial correlations for grads and professors 
Question 1 
.443* 

Question 2 Question 3 Question 4 Question 5 Question 6 
.151 .227 .281 -.163 .555* 

Question 7 Questions Question9 Question 10 Question 11 Question 12 
.104 .424* .604* ^07 Ĵ 02 .402* 

Question 13 Question 14 Question 15 Question 16 Question 17 Question 18 
.257* .098 .468* .231 ^005 .252* 

Question 19 Question 20 Question 21 Question 22 
.485* .366* .336* 
* indicates signfficance at the .05 level 
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Table 9. Point biserial correlations foi 
Question 1 

.632* 

Question 2 

.153 

Question 3 

.133 

• professors 
Question 4 

-.150 

only 
Question 5 

-.169 

Question 6 

419* 

Question 7 
.239* 

Question 8 
.424* 

Question 9 
.711* 

Question 10 
519* 

Question 11 
-.356 

Question 12 
-.069 

Question 13 Question 14 
.491* 

Question 15 
.622* 

Question 16 
.298* 

Question 17 
.231 

Question 18 
.136 

1 

Question 19 

.289* 

Question 20 Question 21 

.358* 

Question 22 

-.055 

* indicates signfficance at the .05 level 

Question 20 and question 13 resulted in a perfect score across aU 

subjects which lead to an invaUd point biserial. No correlation is given for 

that question in Table 9. 

Over half of the questions having signfficant correlations associated 

with the responses. It is possible that the homogeneity of the groups is 

also affecting the point bi-serials, that is to say that same differences are 

effecting the statistical analysis to a larger extent because the groups are 

so simUar. Possibly, with less homogeneity, more point bi-serials would 

be signfficant. 

The purpose of the multiple-choice test was to distinguish among 

the participants and their knowledge of problem solving terminology. 

Since it was the intention of this study to have "experts" in problem 

solving terminology rank the Swanson instrument, the multiple-choice 

test was developed to give more support for the rankings the professors 
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gave on the Swanson instrument. Even though there does appear to be 

some problems with some of the questions on the test, it seems that the 

test does indeed differentiate among the different abiUty levels. It is 

important to note that because the graduate students had much lower 

scores on the multiple-choice test than first expected, the weight of the 

analysis of the Swanson ranking task wiU faU to the professors. 

Rank/Sorting Task 

Results for the concordance W can be seen in Table 10. The table 

for the concordance W and the signfficance of W is interpreted in the 

foUowing way. The concordance W represents the amount of agreement 

the participants had when ranking the responses to a particular question. 

If there was a high level of agreement, the W would be larger. If there 

was no consistency or agreement for the rankings, the W would be 

smaUer. The W ranges firom +1.00 to 0.00. 
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Question # 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Professors 

W 
.57*** 
.28*** 
.50*** 
.09 
.35*** 
.22** 

Atylt** 

.10 

.66*** 

.11 

.27*** 

.52*** 

.70*** 

.03 

.14* 

Grad Students 

W 
.65*** 
.39*** 
.77*** 
.25*** 
.61*** 
.52*** 
.55*** 
.36*** 
.68*** 
.23** 
.35*** 
.69*** 
.66*** 
.15 
.48*** 

Both 
Groups 
W 
.61*** 
.28*** 
.63*** 
.15** 
4g*** 
40*** 
.51*** 
.26*** 
.70*** 
.21*** 
.26*** 
gg*** 
Y i * * * 

.10* 

.40*** 

* * 

* * * 

indicates signfficance at the .05 level 
indicates signfficance at the .01 level 
indicates signfficance at the .001 level 

The signfficance indicates whether or not the level of agreement is 

signfficant for the number of participants and the number of items to be 

ranked. The "agreement" refers only to agreement within the groups of 

participants and does not relate to agreement with the Swanson ranking 

system for that particular question. For this study it is important to look 

at the questions that have signfficant Ws and those without. If there was 

a question with high participant agreement on the rank/sorting task, then 

it is important to further determine how closely the participant rankings 

match Swanson's. If there is no agreement, then it appears that 
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participants could not agree on the responses on the Swanson instrument, 

hence a reHabiHty problem. 

Since there was agreement among the participants for many of the 

questions, the additional descriptive information on the mode rankings for 

the questions was examined. Although there are no statistical 

comparisons made between the Swanson instrument and the Ws, the 

mode ranks provide information on the most frequently chosen rank for 

each response, aUowing for a demonstration of the most common order of 

responses chosen for each question. An example of the data firom question 

1 can be see in Table 11. 

Table 11. Raw data for question 1 for 5 participants 

Participants 
7 
8 
9 
13 
14 

• 

• 

• 

Indivic 
A 
4 
5 
4 
4 
3 

ual Responses for Question 1 
B 
3 
3 
3 
2 
5 

C 
5 
4 
5 
5 
4 

D 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

E 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 

For Table 11, the participant identffication number is in the far left 

column. The columns marked A, B, C, D, and E are the individual 

response choices for question 1. The responses were not labled as such in 
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the Swanson instrument, but identifying them in this way aUowed for the 

conservation of space and a more concise explanation. The number across 

each row was the individual rank given to that response by the 

participant. Again, there was no identffication used in the testing itself, 

and aU responses were randomized prior to the packets being sent to the 

individual participant. 

As it can be seen in this example, only one participant chose the "A" 

response as the "best" response by ranking it a 5. Three of the 

participants ranked this same response as the "next best" response by 

ranking it a 4. Each individual response for each question must be looked 

at in this manner in order to identify the most common rank structure. 

As it can be seen, participants 7, 8, and 9 aU ranked the "B" response as 

3. This, for this smaU example, could be considered the most common 

rank choice for that particular response. Looking across aU responses for 

aU the participants in this example the mode ranking structure for the 

entire question would be 4, 3, 5, 1, 2. That is, of the five participants, the 

highest frequency of responses was such. This can now be compared to 

the Swanson structure, not in a statistical sense, but in terms of whether 

or not the agreement seen in the Ws is in agreement with the Swanson 

instrument as written. These comparisons can be seen in table 12. 
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Question # 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Swanson's 
Choice of 
Order 
A B C D E 
A B C D E 
A B C D 
A B C D 
A B C D 
A B C D 
A B C D 
A B C D 
A B C D 
A B C D 
A B C D 
A B C D 
A B C D 
A B C D 
A B C D 

Mode 
Rank for Professors' 
Responses 
5 3 5 12 
5 5 4 2 1 
3 4 12 /1 
12/3 4 1 
4 1/3 12 
1 4 4 1 
4 3 1 1 
3 4 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 1 2 
4 2 13 
4 2 3 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 1 1 2 
4 3/12 1 

Mode 
Rank for Students' 
Responses 
5 3 5 2 1 
45 1 2 3 
3 4 1 2 
1 2 4 1 
4 1 3 2 
3 4 2 1 
4 3 1 1 
4 2 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 1 2 
2 4 1 3 
4 2 2 1 
3 4 2 1 
4 2 1 3 
4 2 2 1 

For example, for question 8, .10 is the W score for the professors, 

which demonstrates no consistency of ranked responses. The .36 for the 

graduates students was signfficant, and therefore shows agreement 

among the rankings for the students. The mode scores given are the 

most frequently occurring rank for that particular response, or the 

number of participants choosing a particular rank for a particular 

response. In some cases the mode ranking has a dupHcate number as in 

question 14 for the professors. There the mode rank is 4112. In other 

words, the most frequent occurrence of ranks for the second response is 1, 

with eight instances of that response being selected by the participants as 

the worst response. The most frequent occurrence of ranks for the third 
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response is also 1, with 10 participants choosing that as the worst 

response. That is, 18 of the professors chose either the second or the 

third response as the "worst" response. On occasion, there was a spHt in 

the mode rank structure for the participants. That is, that when aU the 

responses were taUied, two identical ranks received the same "count". 

These cases are indicated in Table 12 by a slash mark between the ranks. 

This is not to be confused with "ties" mentioned in Siegel and CasteUan 

(1988). The ties they were mentioning occurred when one participant 

chose the same rank twice. 

It is important to note that the mode has Httle to do with the 

consistency of the ranked responses. One question could show a mode 

ranking that is the same as Swanson's responses but no signfficant 

consistency in the rankings. When this occurs it indicates that the most 

frequent responses/rankings were 4,3,2,1 but not enough participants 

ranked the responses that way for it to be significant. Again, it is 

important to remember that in the ranking of responses a rank of 4 or 5 

indicates the choice for the best response, and 1 indicates the choice for 

the worst response. For more detaUed information on the rank structure 

for aU responses, see Appendix G. 

For some of the questions, participants either did not rank or gave 

the same ranks to aU the responses. This occurred for one participant in 

question 5, one participant in question 9 and one participant in question 
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10. These participants were eHminated for those questions only, and the 

statistics were calculated with one less participant value. 

The analysis of the Swanson instrument demonstrated a few very 

important findings in respect to the consistency of the ranking of the 

participants. Of the fifteen questions, only question 9, "Anne was lost in 

the forest...", and question 15," Ryan is a 5 year old boy...", had a 

signfficant consistency of rankings for both professors and graduate 

students, and a mode ranking structure that matched the Swanson rating 

system. Question 13, "Who is smarter, Jerry who draws...", demonstrated 

to be consistent within the professors and graduates students, but only 

the ranking of the professors matched the Swanson rating system. These 

are the only questions where the professors or "experts" agreed with the 

Swanson ratings assigned to the responses. 

For questions 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 11 and 12, there were signfficant 

internal consistency for both groups, but the rank structure did not match 

the Swanson responses. In short, participants did not think the responses 

merited the position they held in Swanson's instrument, however, there 

was agreement among the participants as what that position should be. 

It, however, is more complex for some of the questions. For example, the 

mode ranking for question 3 was 3,4,1,2, which woiUd indicate an 

interchange of the responses between the first and second positions, and 

an interchange of the responses holding the third and fourth positions. 
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However, with questions like question 2, the mode rank structure for the 

professors was 5,5,4,2,1 which demonstrates something different. There 

is a signfficant agreement for the rankings, but it is possibly swayed by 

the consistency of ranking of the responses three, four, and five. 

However, there seems to be a spHt between the first and second response. 

Although the students showed agreement for questions 4, 8, and 10, 

the professors showed no signfficant agreement for the ranks and 

therefore there was no rank structure that was used that could be 

compared with Swanson's. 

Further Evaluation of Ranking Task 

It is possible that the professors with very low scores on the 

multiple-choice test were not as familiar with problem solving 

terminology, and may not have been as accurate in their ranking of the 

Swanson instrument. To further investigate this, an additional analysis 

was conducted by eliminating the professors with multiple-choice test 

scores below the mean and re-running the coefficient W. The mean for 

the multiple-choice test was 71.24. There were three professors that feU 

below the mean. There were 15 graduate students that feU below the 

mean score of the overaU test. Since so many of these participants would 

be eliminated, the W was not run again on this group. 
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With the low scoring professors removed, there were some changes 

to the W scores. Question 4, "The whole class was going to play some 

games..." demonstrated signfficant agreement for the professors' rankings, 

however the mode rank structure 12 4 1 remained unchanged. Question 

6, "SaUy owed somebody some money..." maintained its signfficant W but 

the mode ranking structure of 3 4 2 1, bringing it closer to the rank 

structure of the Swanson instrument, although not identical. 

Combinations of Measures 

Using the areas covered on the multiple-choice test and the areas 

highUghted in the content analysis for the ranking/sorting task it was 

possible to attempt to evaluate the ranking of responses given by the 

participants in terms of their demonstrated abiHties. 

For example, on the multiple-choice test, the questions that covered 

domain specffic knowledge (questions 12 and 21) were some of the 

questions that the participants scored weU on (professors scored 85% on 

question 12 and 95% on question 21). Then it woiUd be expected that the 

questions on the Swanson instrument also covering domain specffic 

knowledge shoiUd demonstrate agreement and a ranking structure 

simUar to Swanson's. In some cases, this was true. For question 7 on the 

ranking task, which covered domain specffic knowledge, there was a 

signfficant W and a mode ranking structure of 4 3 1 1, very close to 
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Swanson's. Question 1 on the Swanson instrument also covered domain 

specffic knowledge, and showed a signfficant W but a dissimUar mode 

rank structure of 5 3 5 1 2. In addition, question 4 on Swanson's 

instrument, also covering domain specffic knowledge, did not demonstrate 

a signfficant W. Again, the mode rank structure cannot be viewed with 

much weight in this situation, considering there was Httle agreement 

among the participants, the rank structure is coincidental. 

It appears that there is Httle relationship between the way the 

participants answered the questions on the multiple-choice test and the 

agreement and rank structure demonstrated on the ranking/sorting task. 

For this, it is important to note that questions 12 and 21 on the multiple-

choice test did receive a signfficant score on the point biserial correlations 

for the group, but only question 21 received a signfficant point biserial for 

the professors scores only. This could possibly be a reflection of some of 

the problems seen with some of the questions on the multiple-choice test. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

The main purpose of this study was to determine if participants 

knowledgeable in the area of problem solving theory given the responses 

from the interview-style questionnaire written by Swanson to sort and 

rank, demonstrate any agreement in the way they evaluate and categorize 

the responses of the questionnaire designed to test metacognitive 

awareness. In addition this study evaluated if these same participants 

who evaluated the specffic responses from the interview-style 

questionnaire designed to test metacognitive awareness, did so differently 

from the original response categori2^tions. In determining this, it was 

first necessary to determine who was knowledgeable in problem solving 

terminology via the multiple-choice test, and then to use those 

determinations to further evaluate the ranks given to the Swanson 

instrument. 

The Test of Problem Solving Knowledge 

Though a variety of analyses were run on the problem solving test, 

it does appear through the point biserial correlations and the coefficient 

alpha, that the test of problem solving knowledge may have problems with 

some questions. However, since the exam was able to signfficantly 
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distinguish between the different abiHty groups it seems to fulfiU its 

purpose to differentiate those with knowledge in problem solving 

terminology and those without. This adds credence for the use of the 

professors as participants to rank the Swanson instrument. 

The multiple-choice test was designed with two specffic purposes in 

mind. After accomplishing a quaHtative content analysis on the Swanson 

instrimient, the multiple-choice exam was created in a attempt to cover 

the areas that were covered in the Swanson instrument. Since it was the 

intention of the study to obtain the "expert opinion" of the professors in 

these specffic areas of problem solving knowledge, it seemed necessary 

that the test indeed highHght those particiUar areas. It was also the 

purpose of the instrument to differentiate between groups of participants 

that were famiHar with different problem solving theory terminology and 

those who were not. In other words, the instrument was created as a 

diagnostic tool to be used to quaHtatively compare with areas covered on 

the Swanson instnmient. Bejar (1993) in his discussion of response 

generative modeling (RGM), discussed problems with such tests. He 

stated that tests designed to gather information about participants are not 

concerned with the ranking of the individual, but more interested in 

information the answers provide about the individual and their "state of 

knowledge" (p.343). He goes on to say that traditional measurement 

models are not designed to represent the participant in this manner. This 
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can possibly explain some of the problems demonstrated with the 

multiple-choice test. 

In addition the coefficient alpha is a measure of internal 

consistency or agreement. Since the questions on the multiple-choice 

exam were taken from several sources on problem solving terminology, 

which covered a variety of theories, it is quite possible that some of the 

areas were famiHar to some participants and some were not. Therefore, 

there would be a demonstration of low internal consistency. That is, that 

even though there is a signfficant difference between the professors and 

the graduate students, there does not appear to be a consistency for aU 

question across aU participants. In addition, when discussing factors 

affecting reHabiHty, Sattler (1992) stated that the greater the variabiHty 

of scores the higher the reHabiHty coefficient estimate wiU be. Scores that 

have a smaU variance wiU demonstrate a greater impact on reHabiHty 

coefficients. A homogeneous group wiU yield low reHabiHty estimates. 

This seems to be the case with the multiple-choice test. The standard 

deviations can be seen in Table 4. 

Due to the purpose of the multiple-choice test and the issues 

surrounding the reHabiHty and the homogenous groupings as stated 

above, it stiU seems reasonable to consider the professors as 

knowledgeable in the area of problem solving and, therefore, consider 

their responses to the Swanson ranking task as legitimate. 
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The Ranking Task 

OveraU, looking at the Swanson instrument as a whole, there 

seems to be some problems for some of the responses for this instrument, 

which were demonstrated through the ranking task developed in this 

study. The experts in the field of problem solving theory did agree on 

many of the response rankings amongst themselves, however, even when 

their rankings had consistency, very few questions matched the responses 

from the Swanson instrument. 

It does appear that some of the questions where there is agreement 

had less ranking dispersal than others. For example, for question 5, 80% 

of aU participants chose the first Swanson response as the best answer. 

For question 7, only 62% of aU participants chose the first Swanson 

response as the best answer. In both questions there was a signfficant W 

and the mode rank of the first response was the same as Swanson's. 

Therefore it is important to look at the entire mode rank structure and 

the agreement simultaneously. AU questions that have a signfficant W 

and an inconsistent rank structure from Swanson's were further 

evaluated. There is a possibiHty that there is an unclear response, or that 

the response placement is reversed. For these questions, since there is 

agreement within the responses of the experts, it can be assumed that the 

question is phrased clearly and is soHciting a particular response. 

Questions that did not produce a signfficant W (questions 4, 8, 10, and 
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14) should be re-evaluated in terms of the phrasing or nature of the 

question itself. It may be that the participants were unable to understand 

the question or that the response choices afforded to them did not invoke 

any one response choice. 

One notable fact about the concordance W results is that it seemed 

for aU questions, with the exception of question 13, the students had 

higher levels of agreement than did the professors. One possible 

explanation for this result might be that the superior knowledge on 

problem solving terminology aUowed for the professors to be more 

discriminating with their responses and therefore less in agreement. For 

example, question 15," Ryan knows a lot about dinosaurs..." has a 

response that pertains to recency of learned material, a response that 

pertains to domain specffic knowledge, and a response that pertains to 

developmental differences. It is a possibiHty that the professors were able 

to discern these differences and therefore could not agree upon which of 

these issues was more appHcable to the question asked. Analyzing the 

questions and responses categorizations of the Swanson instrument with 

respect to the results of the current research and the theoretical concepts 

stated above, a new instrument can be fashioned. By looking at the Ws 

for each question and analyzing the responses in terms of the mode rank 

structures, the questions contained in the Swanson instrument can be 

altered. This new instrument, the Test of Metacognitive Knowledge of 
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Problem Solving (TMKPS) can be seen in Appendix H along with the 

criteria used for eHminating questions and reevaluating responses. 

Future research calls for a repHcation of some of the portions of the 

Swanson et al. (1993) study, to analyze the effects of the altered 

instrument. 

Suggested Methods for Testing Metacognition 

According to Cronbach and Meehl (1955), the process of content 

vaHdity is deductive and is developed by defining a universe of items and 

sampling from within that universe. More appHcable to this situation. 

Gage and Berliner (1988) stated that if experts in the area of the subject 

matter agree on the subject matter contained in the instrument, then that 

is cause to accept it as having content vaHdity. Since the intent of this 

study was to determine the content vaHdity of the Swanson instrument 

designed to measure metacognition, by the use of expert opinion of 

psychology professors, it appears that there may be some problems with 

some of the responses for some of the questions. 

Swanson used these response positions to assign point values to 

chUdren' s answers when they were asked the questions on the 

instrument. If the experts do not agree on the ranking system used, and 

the instrimient does demonstrate some problems with some of the 
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responses given, then the scores given to chUdren using this instrument 

may be in question. 

Based on the Kreutzer et al. (1975) study, Swanson attempted to 

develop an instrument that would investigate metacognition for problem 

solving in the same way. There seems to be two specffic reasons why this 

attempt was not successful. 

First, the Kreutzer et al. study attempted to identify the 

metamemory knowledge of chUdren asking them very specffic questions 

relating to memory capabiHty. An example of this would be, "Kyou 

wanted to phone your fi:iend and someone told you the phone number, 

would it make any difference if you caUed right away after you heard the 

number or if you got a drink of water first?" (p.9). This question 

addresses the immediate-delay concepts of memory and recaU. This 

question has a specffic aspect of memory it is trying to tap and it has a 

specffic answer that is either right or wrong, based on the knowledge we 

have of memory theory. This poses a weU-defijied problem to the chUd to 

solve. A weU-defined problem is one that has a correct and obtainable 

solution. In contrast, an iU-defined problem has confHcting assumptions, 

and may lead to different answers depending on opinion and evidence 

(Simon, 1973; Schraw, Dunkel & Bendixen, 1995). For Swanson's 

questions, there does not seem to be either a single correct answer 

avaUable, nor does there appear to be a single concept of problem solving 
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theory being tapped. For example, Question 14 of the Swanson 

instrument states, "Is there any reason why adults are smarter than 

chUdren? Why?". It seems apparent that there is no single correct 

answer to this question of inteUigence. For this question, Swanson's 

highest scored response is a statement that pertains to abiHty being 

independent of age in certain domains. His second highest scored 

response states that inteUigence is related to the learning process. 

Neither response, however, can be signfficantly agreed upon by the 

experts in this study as being better than another. It seems that this 

question, along with most of the questions on the Swanson instrument, is 

apparently an iU-defined question, leading to the absence of a "best" 

answer. 

The second reason why Swanson faUed to produce a vaHd measure 

is the fact that even though the problems were iU-defined, he stUl 

attempted to attach a score to a question that had no correct answer. lU-

defijied problems, as stated earHer, do not have a single correct answer. 

Therefore, an attempt to create a scoring system for one answer as 

opposed to another has proven to be somewhat difficult to interpret, as 

seen by the mode rank structures of the participants. The combination of 

responses, as seen in the new instrument, aUows for the possibUity of two 

different answers that are both acceptable. 
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Future Research 

In order to create a better instrument to test the metacognitive 

level of chUdren it seems important to design one that contains weU 

structured questions, with specffic correct answers, that come from a 

single theoretical framework. There are many theoretical frameworks 

that are utiHzed in the testing of inteUigence (Cohen et al., 1992; Sattler, 

1993; Salvia & Yesseldyke, 1991); however, only one framework at a time 

is usuaUy used in a particiUar test. These tests demonstrate that 

although there may be many theories, the individual tests are not 

intemaUy in conffict. 

To improve the instrument for testing metacognition it is first 

important to define the theory being used. As stated earHer, it is 

generaUy accepted that metacognition is the knowledge, control and 

monitoring of the learning process. In Hght of the Kreutzer et al. study, 

this could be done by partiaUing out the basic tenets of problem solving 

theory, and putting them in an appHcable text format. For example, since 

domain specffic knowledge makes problem solving easier, then a question 

constructed specfficaUy addressing that aspect, in a clear, structured 

format, could provide a vaHd measure of an individual's metacognitive 

understanding. 
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Conclusions 

Metacognition is an elusive construct with a variety of definitions, 

applications, and interpretations. As for other complex constructs such as 

human inteUigence, it is difficult to encompass the whole of metacognition 

in one study. Metacognition is multifaceted, and these facets should be 

addressed as an integral part of the construct. The domain of 

metacognitive knowledge to be assessed, the means by which the analysis 

wiU be carried out, and the abiHty of the participant to accurately 

demonstrate his or her level of abiHty, are aU key factors that must be 

considered when researching this construct. But regardless of the 

difficulty of testing the construct of metacognition, it stUl remains vital to 

the understanding of human learning processes. 

Research on metacognition or the awareness of one's own cognitive 

processes is important because of the potential this construct has on the 

teaching of thinking skiUs and the potential for faciHtating transfer of 

learning (Wittrock, 1991). The development of an instrument designed to 

measure metacognition would not only aUow for the evaluation of an 

individual's capabiHty in this area, but would advance the science of the 

evaluation of cognitive processes. Such an instnmient would help bridge 

the gap between those who have the potential to succeed and those who do 

succeed. 
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QUESTION 1. What makes someone reaUy smart? 

The response is a statement about mental or cognitive component 

Examples: "remembering and paying attention" 
"how they think" 

The response is a statement about a strategy or statement about 
attribution 

Examples: "you get smart by learning and studying" 
"they go to school" 
"by reading weU" 
"they try harder" 

The response is a statement related to having more knowledge or 
innate abiHty 

Examples: "the knowledge they have" 
"the skiUs they have" 
"they have brains" 

The response is a statement about somebody or something else as a 
source of smartness 

Examples: "if teachers teach them..." 

The response is a statement about successfiU classroom 
performance 

Examples: "gets good grades" 

The response is a statement that is not like any of the ones given 

The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 
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QUESTION 2. The other day I talked to a boy (or girl) who was reaUy 
good at solving problems. Then I asked him (or her) if he (or she) was a 
good reader. What do you think he (or she) said? 

The response is a statement related to diversffied skiUs and 
specffic expertise 

Examples: "maybe he would be good at one thing and not another" 
"reading has Httle to do with problem solving" 
"you don't have to read to solve problems" 

The response is a statement about needing reading skiUs to 
problem solve, but not a critical ingredient to problem solving 

Examples: "you read sometimes to figure out things, but not always" 

The response is a statement about smartness being equivalent or 
associated with reading 

Examples: "if he's smart then he's a good reader" 

The response is an affirmative statement about being a good 
reader but no clear rationale provided. 

Examples: "he's a good reader" 

The response is a statement that refers to some variable in the 
environment, external to the chUd's thinking 

The response is a statement that is not like any of the ones given 

The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 
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QUESTION 3. One day I asked Jim to read a detective story and to 
solve a murder. The book was 100 pages long. Tom read a mystery too, 
that was 500 pages long. Which boy had most difficulty finding out who 
did the murder? Do you think one of the boys was more correct in sohing 
the mystery? Why? 

The response is a statement about the complexity of the story 
being a critical variable 

Examples: "it depends on how difficult it is to solve the problem" 

The response is a statement that problem solving depends on clues 
not the number of pages 

Examples: "it doesn't matter how long the book is but how many clues or 
ideas are provided" 

The response is a statement that a shorter number of pages means 
quicker processing 

Examples: "if you can read a short story you're able to solve the mystery 
quicker" 

The response is a statement that more clues are in a larger 
number of pages of a longer period of time wiU help problem solving 

Examples: "a longer book wiU help you solve a mystery quicker" 

The response is a statement that is not Hke any of the ones given 

The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 
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QUESTION 4. The whole class was going to play some games in 
which you have to solve a problem on a computer. Ann's parents own a 
computer at home. Do you think the game wUl be easier or harder for 
Ann then Jane who does not own a computer? Why? 

The response is a statement that problem solving abiHty is 
independent of computer possession 

Examples: "Just because Jane doesn't have the game doesn't mean she 
wouldn't be just as smart as Ann" 

The response is a statement that both have equal potential, but one 
has more experience or expertise 

Examples: "Jane might be just as good at the computer but she doesn't 
have one" 

The response is a statement that problem solving abiHty depends 
on the task 

Examples: "it depends on what game it is" 
"depends on the difficulty of the software" 

The response is a statement that problem solving is directly 
related to computer practice or that computer are more efficient 

Examples: "easier for Ann since she is used to working with a computer" 
"harder for Jane because she doesn't own a computer" 

The response is a statement that is not like any of the ones given 

The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 
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QUESTION 5. Jim can play the piano, draw pictures and figure out 
his math problems better than anyone else in the class. Do you think he's 
the smartest person in class? 

The response is a statement about domain specffic abUity 

Examples: "no, because some person could be smart or just as smart but 
in a different direction" 

The response is a statement that others may vary in those subjects 

Examples: "no he won't be the smartest person in the class because 
some other people wiU be smarter in math" 

The response is a statement related to school performance or 
experience 

Examples: "because he can do these things doesn't mean he's the 
smartest -- he may not get good grades" 

The response is a a) statement related to the fact that one skiU 
outweighs another 

or b) he may be poor at other subjects 

Examples: "yes, because he can do his math problems better" 

The response is a statement that is not like any of the ones given 

The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 
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QUESTION 6. SaUy owed somebody some money. She told the 
person she owed the money to that she was to poor to repay. The other 
day she bought some candy for one of her friends. Does Sadly have a 
problem to solve? Why? 

The response is a statement that there is a contradiction in 
behavior, but the solution is more compHcated 

Examples: "she could have paid her debt since she bought candy but 
now she has less money -- so it is more difficult for her" 

The response is a statement that there is a problem because there 
is a contradiction (assumption -- has money -- but contradiction in 
behavior). Restates the important parameters of the problem 

Examples: "says she didn't have money but brought some candy so she 
must have had the money" "she could have repaid the person back" 

The response is a statement related to solution rather than 
defining parameters of the problem 

Examples: "yes, because she should have repaid the person who gave 
the money rather than buying candy for another firiend" 

The response is a statement that judges girls action or statement 
that makes excuses for girl's behavior 

Examples: "yes she Hed" "she uses the people to get money" "yes, 
because she was too poor to pay her firiend" 

The response is a statement that is not like any of the ones given 

The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 
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QUESTION 7. Who is smarter, a boy (or girl) who knows the answer 
to a math problem without having to figure it out or a boy (or girl) taking 
some time to figure out the problem? Why? 

The response is a statement related to individual differences in 
learning style 

Examples: "both just as smart but approach the task differently" 

The response is a statement related to reflectively (taking time 
insures correctness and accuracy). Must have two components 
(accuracy and reflection) 

Examples: "if you take your time and think about it, you're more Hkely 
to get the answer correct" 

The response is a statement related to errors in "fast" responding 

Examples: "if you do it real fast you're more likely to get it wrong" 

The response is a statement that smartness means fast 

Examples: "the girl (or boy) who doesn't have to take any time is 
smarter" 

The response is a statement that is not like any of the ones given 

The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 
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QUESTION 8. Suppose Jeff had 50 eggs on his head in a sack. One 
egg was brown and aU the others are white. Jeff walks across a log on a 
river with the sack of eggs on his head. Suddenly whUe he's in the middle 
of the log, somebody says, show me the brown egg before you can pass. 
The person says I want to see the brown egg immediately. What do you 
think is Jeffs problem? (NOTE that the chUd is not asked to solve the 
problem). 

The response is a statement about at least two parameters of 
problems that related to possible consequences 

Examples: "if he would take the sack off his head, he would fumble 
through the eggs, he would faU into the river, lose balance, he would also 
lose the eggs in the river" 

The response is a statement about the probabiHty of finding the 
brown egg -- and maintaining balance. 

Examples: "maybe he can't find the brown egg and the person said he 
wanted it right away and when he looked he might lose his balance" 

The response is a statement about the problem in terms of one 
parameter and its consequence (e.g., sack on his head and the 
consequences of reaching for the sack) 

Examples: "he can't see the eggs cause the sack is on top of his head" "if 
he reaches for the sack he might lose his balance 

The response restates some of the parameters that make for a 
problem, no statement about possible consequence 

Examples: "getting the egg out" "he has to find a brown egg before he 
can get pass" 

The response is a statement that is not like any of the ones given 

The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 
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QUESTION 9. Ann was lost in a forest and she came to a town in which 
there were two kinds of people, "truthteUers" and "Hars". TruthteUers 
always teU the truth and Hars always He. The first person Ann talks to 
gives her directions to get home. The second person she talks to gives her 
different directions. Does Ann have a problem to solve? Why? 

The response is a statement related to the problem goal (statement 
related to direction) and parameter of the problem 

Examples: "she doesn't know which way to take nor who to beHeve". 

The response is a statement related to the problem parameter in 
terms of ways of judging the credibUitv of the source. 

Examples: "she doesn't know which one to beHeve" 
" she doesn't know which one is telling the truth" 
"she gets two different answers" 

The response states the problem (different directions) but does not 
state the problem parameter 

Examples: "she just asked two people" 

The response is a statement related to relying on an external 

source 

Examples: "needs to ask her mom" 

The response is a statement that is not like any of the ones given 

The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 
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QUESTION 10. Which problem is easier to solve, Jeffs or Ann's? 

The response is a statement related to the problem that determine 
the difficulty of the problem (at least two parameters are mentioned) 

Examples: "Jeff had a number of alternatives although he may have to 
walk a distance and talk to many people to get a solution, whereas Ann 
has few alternatives" 

The response is a statement related to who had the greatest 
demands on thinking and use of external resources 

Examples: "Jeff, because he can solve the problem himself whUe Ann 
has to rely on others for help" 

The response is a statement that difficulty of the problem is 
determined by the consequence of the solution 

Examples: "easier to ask than keep your balance" 
"Ann's because Jeff could faU and hurt himself and Ann 

couldn't get hurt" 

The response is a statement that focuses on the parameters and 
solution of one problem. 

Examples: "Jeff with eggs because aU he had to do is show it" 

The response is a statement that is not like any of the ones given 

The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 
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QUESTION 11. How do chUdren figure out things, Hke how to do 
something? 

The response is a statement related to the accessing prior 
knowledge 

Examples: "just by using some things you know and look at different 
possibiHties" 

The response is a statement related to a traU and error strategy 

Examples: "just try different things to see which works best" 

The response is a statement related to a cognitive, but nonspecffic 
approach (e.g. think about it) 

Examples: "just try to think and do your best" 

The response is a statement that indicates solution reHes on 
external sources (Hsten and observe others) 

Examples: "watch and see how your parents do it" 
"ask the teacher" 

The response is a statement that is not like any of the ones given 

The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 
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QUESTION 12. There was a man (or woman) who put in a new heater in 
his (or her) house so he (or she) could save money on fuel biUs. He (or 
she) found the he (or she) saved money since the fuel bUls were cut in 
half. He (or she) was happy, so he (or she) decided to put a new heater in 
thinking he (or she) would bring the fuel biU to zero. Do you think the 
man (or woman) solved the problem? Why? 

The response is a statement that the solution is independent of the 
strategy (i.e. impossible to achieve zero and action wiU incur additional 
costs). 

Examples: "he won't save any more money because he stUl needs heat so 
cost wiU not be zero" 

The response is a statement that contests the solution (not cost 
effective), but not the logic. 

Examples: "he's probably wasting his money by buying another heater" 
"he won't save that much more" 

The response is a statement related to outcomes, but does not 
incorporate the parameters of the problem 

Examples: "he is stiU going to have to pay somebody money for heat" 

The response is a statement that agrees with the problem solution 

Examples: "yes, he wUl save money by doing this" 

The response is a statement that is not like any of the ones given 

The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 
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QUESTION 13. Who is smarter, Jerry who draws a picture to seU or 
John who does math problems for a company store? 

The response is a statement that smartness is independent of 
occupation (type of work has nothing to do with smartness). 

Examples: "it doesn't matter what they do for a Hving - both could be 
smart or dumb" 

The response is a statement that domain is abiHty specffic 

Examples: "one could be smarter in one thing but not in another" 

The response is a statement that smartness is tied to a occupation 
(one skiU is harder than another or one skUl requires different kinds or 
thinking) 

Examples: "you have to imagine more as an artist" 

The response is a statement that one domain is of greater economic 
or social benefit (e.g. Math more beneficial) 

Examples: "art does not help society., you can't make money as an 
artist" 

The response is a statement that is not Hke any of the ones given 

The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 
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QUESTION 14. Is there any reason why adults are smarter than 
chUdren? Why? 

The response is a statement that thinking abiHty may be 
independent of age in certain domains 

Examples: "some chUdren may be smarter and think better than adults 
in some areas" 

learned 
The response is a statement that smartness depends on what is 

Examples: "some chUdren have gone to school and learned more that 
their parents in a particular subject" 

The response is a statement related to information or biological 
differences (depends on development or capacity) 

Examples: "adults have bigger brains and can remember more 
information" 

"adults know more" 

The response is a statement that learning is based on years of 
experience (e.g. schooling) 

Examples: "adults have been around longer and experience more" 

The response is a statement that is not like any of the ones given 

The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 
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QUESTION 15. Ryan is a 5 year old boy and knows aU about dinosaurs 
Ryan's father does not know a lot about dinosaurs. If both Ryan and his 
father read a book about dinosaurs, who would remember the most? 
Why? 

The response is a statement that a knowledge base influences 
memory 

Examples: "Ryan wiU remember most because he knows a lot about 
dinosaurs" 

The response is a statement that memory is "recency" related (e.g. 
how recent you've been exposed to the information) 

Examples: "Ryan, because he's just been taught about dinosaurs and his 
father learned that information a long time ago" 

The response is a statement related to relative abUities 

Examples: "Ryan wUl remember something better than his dad, and his 
dad may remember some things better than Ryan" 

The response is a statement related to the advantage of age 

Examples: "this father wiU remember more because his brain is bigger" 
"his father wiU try harder and remember more" 

The response is a statement that is not like any of the ones given 

The response is irrelevant or "I don't know" 
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HeUo, my name is EUen Sigler and I am a doctoral student at Texas Tech 

University in the CoUege of Education. I am currently working on my 

dissertation which delves into aspects of problem solving theory. The 

participants in my study are professors and graduate students in the 

fields of education and psychology. I am requesting your participation in 

my study. 

As a participant, you wiU be required to take a multiple choice exam and 
complete a sorting task. Together, the test and the sorting task wiU take 
1 hour to complete. For your convenience, I wiU maU this test to you and 
include a stamped and addressed envelope so you can return the test back 
to me. 

I would be honored if you would agree to participate in my research or if 
you could direct me to someone who might help. This study has been 
approved through the human subjects committee at Texas Tech, and an 
official consent form wUl be enclosed in the package maUed to you. 

If you have any further questions please contact me at 701-780-9655 
(Grand Forks, ND), Dr. TaUent Runnels at 806-742-2317, or Dr. Roman 
Taraban at 806-742-1744 (Texas Tech University). 

If you are willing to participate please contact me as soon as possible. If 

you are not wiUing, please also contact me so that I may select another 

participant. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

EUen A. Sigler 
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Content Analysis of the Swanson Structured Interview Questions 

For the content analysis each question wiU be presented foUowed 

by a quaHtative analysis of the possible problem solving concept that 

question is attempting to evaluate. 

QUESTION 1. What makes someone reaUv smaurt? 

Immediately, there is a problem with this question that stems from the 

difficulty a subject may have in terms of defining the word "smart". If the 

question is asking, "what makes someone inteUigent T, then a variety of 

theoretical perspectives on inteUigence (Gardener's Seven InteUigences, 

Sternberg's Triachic Theory, RenzuUi's Three Ring Conception) may aU 

fulfiU the requirement, however, the theories are different, and not one is 

better then any other. However, if the question is asking "what makes 

someone a good problem solver?" then surely this would depend on the 

domain of the particular problem and the area of the individual's 

expertise. Swanson (1990) stated that in the pUot study the chUdren at 

this age seemed to equate problem solving with smartness, which may be 

the case, but he used this as reason for substituting "smartness" for 

"problem solving" in each question using that term. There may be a 

relationship between these two terms however, there is stiU a 

fundamental difference between smartness and problem solving abiHty. 

QUESTION 2. The other dav I talked to a bov (or girl) who was reaUy 

good at solving problems. Then I asked him (or her) if he (or she) was a 

good reader. What do vou think he (or she) said? 
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As in the first question, this questions seems to be attempting to tap 

the chUd's abiHty to identify that domain specffic knowledge is important 

and that expertise in one domain does not necessarUy mean unilateral 

expertise in aU domains. In essence, expertise in one domain usuaUy 

forecloses on expertise in other domains. 

QUESTION 3. One dav I asked Jim to read a detective story and to solve 

a murder. The book was 100 pages long. Tom read a mystery too, that 

was 500 pages long. Which bov had most difficulty finding out who did 

the murder? Do you think one of the bovs was more correct in solving the 

mystery? Why? 

According to Hayes (1989) the size of the problem space, or the size of 

the problem, directly relates to difficulty of the problem. That is to say, 

the bigger the problem, the longer it wUl take one to figure it out. This 

would be a legitimate answer to this question. However, it is also import 

to point out the "size" of the problem in this example refers to complexity, 

not physical size. A maze of difficulty level "x" would remain at difficulty 

"x", regardless of how "big" it was. A murder mystery rich with character 

description and scene depiction may be very verbose, however, would not 

necessarUy be a more difficult murder mystery to solve then one which is 

short and to the point, but thought provoking (TruthteUers and Liars is a 

single, short paragraph, yet is very difficult for some individuals to figure 

out) This question appears to have two "good" responses, both tapping a 

reflection on problem solving knowledge and both very different. I feel I 

could not regard one of these answers as "better" then another, therefore. 
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I feel this question can not be measured accurately with the scale 

purposed. 

The additional question which asks, "Do you think one of the boys was 

more correct in solving the mystery?" is confusing. There is no 

information in the question regarding why one might be more correct then 

the other except the assumption that could be made by a novice problem 

solver that a person solving a shorter problem has a better chance of 

getting it correct. A more proficient problem solver would say that there 

is not enough information given to determine who has more domain 

specffic knowledge, and who is more skiUed at problem solving. In the 

response choices for this question, no reference or guidance is given for 

the answers to that type of response. This question, by adding the extra 

part, actuaUy taps multiple things and therefore hinders the abUity to 

score "one best response". 

QUESTION 4. The whole class was going to play some games in which 

you have to solve a problem on a computer. Ann's parents own a 

computer at home. Do vou think the game wiU be easier or harder for 

Ann then Jane who does not own a computer? Why? 

This question also appears to be tapping domain specffic knowledge, 

more specfficaUy, procedural knowledge for using a computer. Swanson 

was trying to say that problem solving abUity is independent of computer 

use, which could be true if the example he gave of the problem, was 

presented in a manner that did not require computer skiUs to solve. 

However, the way the question is presented, "a computer game" would 
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lead one to beHeve that computer skiUs were necessary to make the 

problem "easier" to solve. 

QUESTION 5. Jim can plav the piano, draw pictures and figure out his 

math problems better than anyone else in the class. Do vou think he's the 

smartest person in class? 

Again, this question seems to be tapping the concept that domain 

specffic knowledge is necessary for adequate problem solution. In 

addition, the vague term "smart" has been used which can have several 

legitimate interpretations. 

QUESTION 6. Sally nwpd somebody some money. She told the person 

she owed the money to that she was too poor to repay. The other day she 

bought some candv for one of her friends. Does SaUv have a problem to 

solve? Why? 

In this question there appears to be some confusing information 

presented that may cause a chUd difficulty when trying to determine what 

response shoiUd be given. 

From the information presented and from looking at the response that 

would receive the highest score, it seems that Swanson is trying to depict 

a situation where moving away from a goal state would be a contradictory 

behavior. That is, if there is a goal to be reached (paying back the money) 

moving in the direction of paying it back as opposed to moving in the 
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opposite direction (spending more money) would be route to goal 

attainment. However, if Swanson, by this question, is saying that 

individuals are more metacognitive if they are able to identify this 

concept, then this is in conffict with an important concept presented by 

Fireman (in press) in a study using the tower of Hanoi problem. In this 

study, the chUdren were considered more advanced problem solvers when 

they were able to reaHze that moving away from the goal temporarily 

would actuaUy result in the problem solution. The point is, in the 

problem presented by Swanson, a general concept presented is that 

moving away firom the problem goal is an incorrect problem solving 

method. Although this might be the case in this particiUar problem, it is 

not a generaUy accepted concept in problem solving. 

In addition, the statement about SaUy saying she was too poor to repay 

the money is irrelevant to the problem SaUy has, but is a problem for the 

person she owes money to. 

QUESTION 7. Who is smarter, a bov (or girl) who knows the answer to a 

math problem without having to figure it out or a bov (or girl) taking some 

time to figure out the problem? Why? 

This question, appears to be more directed to memory research then to 

problem solving research. The concept in memory research states that 

the more famiHar one is with a process the less working memory wiU be 

required to process the problem. For example, once a person knows that 2 

plus 2 is 4, they no longer need to go through the process of addition, a 

use up working memory to process the problem. Again the term 'smart" 
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has been used, which as stated before is ambiguous. A person who is able 

to solve a problem with less processing time is more famUiar with the 

problem and possibly has more domain specffic knowledge in that area. 

The fact that the person can process that problem with less difficulty has 

Httle relationship to his or her general inteUigence. 

QUESTION 8. Suppose Jeff had 50 eggs on his head in a sack. One egg 

was brown and aU the others are white. Jeff walks across a log on a river 

with the sack of eggs on his head. Suddenly whUe he's in the middle of 

the log, somebody savs. show me the brown egg before you can pass. The 

person savs I want to see the brown egg immediately. What do you think 

is Jeffs problem? (NOTE that the chUd is not asked to solve the problem). 

Hayes (1992) states that there is a sequence of actions that make up 

problem solving. They are; finding the problem, representing the 

problem, planning the solution, carrying out the plan, evaluating the 

solution, and consoHdating gains. The first step in the process, finding 

the problem, is simply identifying the problem to be solved. In this 

question, "what is Jeffs problem?" seems to specfficaUy ask the chUdren to 

accompHsh the first step in the process. Therefore the last response 

Hsted, which restates the problem, appears to adequately answer the 

question. 

QUESTION 9. Ann was lost in a forest and she came to a town in which 

there wer*-̂  »wn kinds of people. "truthteUers" and "Hars". TruthteUers 

always teU the truth and Hars always He. The first person Ann talks to 
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gives her directions to get home. The second person she talks to gives her 

different directions. Does Ann have a problem to solve? Why? 

Again, this question pertains to the same issue as the one above. The 

question that is asked, "does Ann have a problem to solve?", asks the chUd 

to identify the problem. The problem in this question is that Ann is lost 

in the forest and needs to find someone to help her get home. Questions 

about the credibiHty of the source is the second step of the problem solving 

process. Representing the problem, according the Hayes (1992) is 

"understanding the nature of the gap that needs to be crossed" (p. 3). This 

is an important step to the problem solving process, but clearly this 

question is asking only for the problem to be identffied. Hayes uses this 

particular problem as an example of hypothetical reasoning, as discusses 

the solution of the problem. However, as stated before, the chUdren in 

this study were not asked to solve the problem but simply to identify it. 

QUESTION 10. Which problem is easier to solve. Jeffs or Ann's? 

The difficulty of the problem stated above has more to do with the 

abiHty of an individual to "represent the gap" (p.3) between finding the 

problem and planning the solution, and therefore, the ease or difficulty of 

a problem solution may have more to do with individual differences in 

problem solving abUity then with the problem itself. In metacognition, 

this woiUd be known as the person variable (FlaveU, 1993), or 

understanding aspects of individual capabiHties concerning the nature of 

problem solving. 
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QUESTION 11. How do chUdren figure out things. Hke how to do 

something? 

There are many methods for solving problems. There is the trial and 

error method, working backward, means ends analysis, and aU methods 

are avaUable for use. There are also the methods of heuristics and 

algorithms that are addition ways that chUdren solve problems. Because 

this question does not ask what is the best method, any of the above 

answers would be acceptable, and aU are demonstrations of metacognitive 

behavior. 

QUESTION 12. There was a man (or woman) who put in a new heater in 

his (or her) house so he (or she) could save money on fuel bUls. He (or 

she) found the he (or she) saved money since the fuel biUs were cut in 

half. He (or she) was happy, so he (or she) decided to put a new heater in 

thinking he (or she) would bring the fuel biU to zero. Do you think the 

man (or woman) solved the problem? Why? 

Set effects are demonstrated when individuals faU to solve a problem 

because they are using operator that can not be appHed successfuUy to aU 

problems (Anderson, 1990). In this situation, the man (or woman) in the 

problem uses an operator that at one point accomplishes the goal of 

lowering the fuel biU but wiU not be successful in eliminating the problem 

of the heater biU entirely. Only faiHng to use the heater wiU result in a 

bUl of zero. So in this case, Swanson may be trying to tap this notion, 

although it is not perfectly apparent. Since chUdren are asked, "Do you 

think that the man solved the problem? Why?" the most metacognitive 
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answer would be "No" due to the fact that the man is unable to represent 

the problem weU and is therefore unable to plan an appropriate solution 

(Hayes, 1989). 

QUESTION 13. Who is smarter. Jerry who draws a picture to seU or 

John who does math problems for a company store? 

This problem appears to be tapping the notion of comparisons of 

domain specffic knowledge. One domain of knowledge does not 

necessarUy require a higher degree of either problem solving abiHty or 

inteUigence, but a different kind of problem solving abUity and 

inteUigence. 

QUESTION 14. Is there any reason why adults are smarter than 

chUdren? Why? 

The problem solving concept that this problem that this question is 

tapping according to the ranked responses given by Swanson, seems to 

have more to do with the lack of an age requirement on domain specffic 

knowledge. This might be clearer if the age difference was one or two 

years. When adults are compared to chUdren it seems blatantly obvious 

that chUdren have less experience and have acquired less domain specffic 

knowledge then adults and therefore would not be as effective or efficient 

problem solvers. 

QUESTION 15. Ryan is a 5 year old bov and knows aU about dinosaurs. 

Ryan's father does not know a lot about dinosaurs. If both Rvan and his 
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father read a book about dinosaurs, who would remember the most? 

Why? 

It seems that this question should be evaluating the same concepts as 

the one previous, when relating a chUd's abiHty to an adult's abUity to 

solve problems. Again, if the comparisons were made between individuals 

with age gaps that were less extreme, then domain specffic knowledge 

would certainly have an effect, however, it is unlikely that a five year old 

chUd would be as an effective a reader as an adult. In addition, this 

question, by virtue of the responses presented as adequate, may actuaUy 

be tapping into memory abiHty instead of problem solving which dUutes 

the effectiveness of this question for determining metacognition. 
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APPENDIX D: 
TEST OF PROBLEM SOLVING KNOWLEDGE 
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Problem Solving Exam 
1. Ms. Kase is hoping that the students in her mathematics class wiU 
transfer the things they learn in class to "real world" situations. Which 
one of the foUowing things should she not do? 

a. Help students understand the logic behind mathematical 
procedures 
b. Make sure that students master each topic before moving to 
the next one 
Ci Have students practice mathematical principles on just one 
or two key examples 
d. Teach students general principles rather than specffic facts 

2. Which one of the foUowing problems is most Hkely to be solved with a 
heuristic rather than an algorithm? 

a. A teacher determining the average of a group of test scores 
h. An individual going grocery shopping and rounding-up the 
cost for each item 
c. A man clearing a driveway after a snowstorm 
d. A chUd staying dry in a rainstorm 

3. What is NOT true of an Ul-defined problem 
a. Desired goals are ambiguous 
b. Some information necessary for problem solution is lacking 
c. No relevant algorithm for problem solving exists 
d The problem often has only one correct solution 
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4. Peg is trying to change a Hght bulb in a ceiHng Hght, but she cannot 
reach the Hght even when she stands on a chair. She looks around the 
room, puzzled, then suddenly she reaHzes that she can reach the Hght by 
pUing two telephone books on the chair and then standing on them. Peg's 
approach to the problem can probably best be understood from which of 
the foUowing perspectives of problem solving? 

a. Stages of problem solving 
b. Trial and error 
a The Gestalt notion of insight 
d. Response hierarchy 

5. Peter is trying to find something his cat wUl eat. He presents a variety 
of different foods to the cat untU eventuaUy she begins to eat something. 
Peter's approach to the problem of feeding a finicky cat can probably best 
be understood from which of the foUowing perspectives of problem 
solving? 

a. Stages of problem solving 
bi Trial and error 
c. The Gestalt notion of insight 
d. Response hierarchy 

6. Martha is trying to decide what to give to her best friend Rose as a 
birthday present. She begins by looking closely at how Rose spends her 
time. She also browses in a number of different department stores to 
identify numerous things within her price range. Then she sets the 
problem aside for a few days whUe she engages in other activities. 
EventuaUy she determines the perfect gift for Rose. Martha's approach to 
the problem can probably best be understood from which of the foUowing 
perspectives of problem solving? 

SL Incubation 
b. Trial and error 
c. The Gestalt notion of insight 
d. Response hierarchy 
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7. WiU is trying to repair a leaky faucet. He first uses the method he 
used on the last three leaky faucets he repaired, but this does not work. 
Then he tries a technique he used several years ago, but this doesn't work 
either. FinaUy, he remembers a method his mother had taught him long 
ago, and this one stops the leak. WiU's approach to the problem can 
probably best be understood from which of the foUowing perspectives of 
problem solving? 

a. Stages of problem solving 
b. Trial and error 
c. The Gestalt notion of insight 
i Set effects 

8. Which of the foUowing examples most clearly iUustrates the effect of 
functional fixedness on problem solving. 

a. Albert is trying to solve a physics problem on a class exam. 
He is so anxious that he can't remember how to do the problem. 
b. Bradley is looking for something to haul water, but doesn't 
have a paU. He faUs to reaHze his plastic wastebasket could 
easUy carry water. 
c. CharHe is doing a series of addition problems. He overlooks 
the subtraction sign on the last problem so he adds when he 
should subtract. 
d. Doug is angry that another boy stole his bicycle. Rather than 
report the theft to the poHce, he steals a bicycle from someone 
else. 
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9. Which one of the foUowing examples most clearly Ulustrates the role of 
retrieval in problem solving? 

a. Albert is trying to solve a physics problem on a class exam. 

He is so anxious that he can't remember how to do the problem. 

b. Bradley is looking for something to haul water, but doesn't 
have a paU. He faUs to reaHze his plastic wastebasket could 
easUy carry water. 

c. CharHe is doing a series of addition problems. He overlooks 
the subtraction sign on the last problem so he adds when he 
should subtract. 

d. Doug is angry that another boy stole his bicycle. Rather than 
report the theft to the poHce, he steals a bicycle firom someone 
else. 

10. Matthew's mother teaches him to measure butter for cooking by 
placing the butter in a measuring cup partiaUy fiUed with water and 
seeing how high the water rises. In his science lab a few days later, 
Matthew reaHzes he can use the same procedure to measure the volume of 
an irregularly shaped object. Matthew is using an approach to problem 
solving known as... 

a. working backward 

b. hiU climbing 
Ci analogy 

d. representativeness 
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11. Sarah needs to solve this word problem: 
A sweater in a store is originally priced at $40, but the price 

tag is marked "one half-off'. The sweater is placed on a rack marked 
"Five doUars off the sale price." How much does the sweater cost now? 
Sarah knows how to find one-half of a number, and she also knows how to 
subtract one number from another. She uses both these operations to 
arrive at the correct answer of $15. Sarah is using an approach to 
problem solving known as... 

a. working backward 
bi means-ends analysis 
c. analogy 
d. representativeness 

12. Research indicates that people are more likely to be successful 
problem solvers in a given area when they... 

a. have domain specffic knowledge 
b. demonstrate problem solving expertise in many different 
subject areas 
c. have had extensive training in logical thinking 
d. pay considerable attention to detaUs 

13. To facffitate problem solving in a classroom a teacher might use three 
of the four techniques below. Which one should NOT be used? 

a. Information should be taught thoroughly and with meaning 
bi AppHcation of learned material should be kept to a minimum 
c. Some basic skiUs must be taught to the point of automaticity 
d. Numerous opportunities for practice should be provided 

14. Declarative knowledge refers to ... 
â  Knowledge about facts and things 
b. Knowledge about how to perform various tasks 
c. Knowledge that has been taught 
d. Knowledge that is intuitive 
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15. Procedural Knowledge refers to... 

a. Knowledge about facts and things 

bi Knowledge about how to perform various tasks 

c. Knowledge that has been taught 

d. Knowledge that is intuitive 

16. John is trying to solve a puzzle that involves moving blocks to form a 
star. In his attempt to solve this puzzle, John is simply trying to lessen 
the difference between what his current block design looks Hke and what 
the star looks Hke. This method of problem solving is known as... 

a. means-ends analysis 
b. working backward 

c. breadth first 

i hiU-cHmbing 

17. SaUy is a computer programmer. She has been given the task of 

writing a program to help with inventory at a factory. When SaUy starts 

to write her program, she look at what she wants as a final goal and 

breaks that goal into subgoals in order to devise a solution. This method 

of problem solving is known as... 

a. breadth first 

b. means-ends analysis 
Ci working backward 

d. hiU-cHmbing 

18. The start of a problem can be described as the ... 

a. intermediate state 
b. goal state 
c. analysis state 
d. initial state 
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19. Problem solving has often be categorized as... 
ai a search for the problem space 
b. an analysis of the problem parameters 
c. a combining of problem attributes 
d. an overview of problem aspects 

20. Jim and BiU are playing chess. Jim has played chess most of his life. 
BiU has only played a few times before, but he understands the rules of 
the game weU. Jim is able to win most of the games over BUI due to the 
fact that... 

ai Jim is able to retrieve specffic problem solutions from 
memory 
b. Jim has a better memory capabiHty then BiU 
c. BUI has not reaUy learned how to play the game correctly 
d. Jim Hkes the game better then BUI 

21. AUen is very good in math and has had many classes in various areas 
of mathematics. He is able to solve a variety of mathematical problems. 
AUen, however, can not program his VCR. This is a reasonable situation 
due to the fact that 

a. AUen can program his VCR, he simply isn't interested in 
doing it 
bi problem solving expertise does not come firom superior 
problem solving abffity but from domain specffic knowledge 
c. AUen is actuaUy not a very good problem solver 
d. problem solving in a more complex area makes it almost 
impossible to do simple problem solving 

22. A problem solving operator is... 
au an action that transforms a problem firom one state to 

another 
b. the person doing the problem solving 
c. the context of the problem 

d. the goal of the problem situation 
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APPENDIX E: 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS 
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Instructions for Subjects 

Thank you for participating in this study regarding problem solving 
theory. This study has three parts and wiU take approximately 1 hour to 
complete. 

PART A is a personal information sheet and consent form 

PART B is a multiple choice test 

PART C is a response rank/order task 

Each PART is clearly labeled and has specffic instructions. 

When you have completed the study, please place aU parts in the 
addressed, stamped envelope and maU as soon as convenient. 

If there are any questions or problems with this study, please feel free to 
caU coUect to EUen Sigler at 701-780-9655. 

Thank you again for your participation. 
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Demographic Sheet and Instructions for Subjects 
Thank you for participating in this study regarding problem solving 
theory. 

Personal Information Sheet 

Please answer aU of the questions that apply to you and sign the attached 
consent form. 

Please check your affiliation and number of years in that area 
(i.e. Graduate student 2 years) 

Undergraduate Student Q 
Graduate Student Q 
Faculty Member Q 

What area are you affiHated with? 

G Psychology • Education Q other 

Are you G male Q female 

How old are you? 

Have you ever taken a course in problem solving theory? 

• yes • no If so, how many 

Have you ever taken a course that covered some topics in 
problem solving theory? 

• yes • no If so, how many 

How many psychology courses have you taken? 

How many educational psychology courses have you taken? 
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Instructions for 
PARTB 

The Multiple Choice Test 

The foUowing packet marked Part B contains the multiple choice test 
covering some aspects of problem solving theory. 

Please answer aU questions. 

Circle the correct or the best answer to each question. 

When you are finished return the test to the packet labeled PART B and 
move to the packet labeled PART C. 
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Instructions for 
PARTC 

The Response Rank/Order Task 

This packet contains 15 envelopes aU containing different questions 
related to aspects of problem solving. These packets are numbered # 1 
through #15. 

For packet #1, open the packet and empty the contents. There wiU be 1 
dark card with a question and 5 Hght cards with possible responses to 
that question. 

Read the question carefuUy, keeping in mind any knowledge you have 
about aspects of problem solving theory. Choose the response that you 
feel best answers the question and give it a rank of "5". Write your 
response directly on the card. Then, choose the next best response and 
rank it "4" Continue this process untU aU responses have been ranked in 
order. Do not dupHcate any responses or leave any responses blank. 

When you are finished ranking the responses to question #1 return aU the 
cards to the envelope and proceed to envelope #2. Please be sure to return 
the cards to the correct envelope. 

Note: Some of the questions may have a varied number of responses to 
choose firom. 
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APPENDIX F: 
DATA FROM PILOT STUDY 
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Table 13. PUot data for first pUot group 

mean 

median 

mode 

standard deviation 

total N 

KR.20 

43.69% 

43% 

42% 

12% 

50 

.614 

Table 14. PUot data for second pUot group 

mean 

median 

mode 

standard deviation 

total N 

KR-20 

47.15% 

51% 

50% 

10.50% 

32 

.221 
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MODE RANK STRUCTURE DATA 
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The foUowing questions and responses are taken directly from the 
Swanson metacognitive interview. The responses are in order of point 
value given to teach response, the first response regarded as the best 
response. The chart beside each response shows each rank assigned by 
the participants and the number of participants who chose that rank. 
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QUESTION 1. What makes someone reaUy smart? 

The response is a statement about mental or cognitive component 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

8 0 

The response is a statement about a strategy or statement about 
attribution 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

5 
3 

4 
4 

3 
12 

2 
1 

1 
1 

The response is a statement related to having more knowledge or innate 
abffity 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

5 
9 

4 
8 

3 
1 

2 
1 

1 
2 

The response is a statement about somebody or something else as a source 
of smartness 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

5 
0 

4 
0 

3 
3 

2 
7 

1 
11 

The response is a statement about successful classroom performance 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

0 11 
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QUESTION 2. The other day I talked to a boy (or girl) who was reaUy 
good at solving problems. Then I asked him (or her) if he (or she) was a 
good reader. What do you think he (or she) said? 

The response is a statement related to diversified skUls and specific 
expertise 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

8 4 0 

The response is a statement about needing reading skiUs to problem 
solve, but not a critical ingredient to problem solving 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

8 

The response is a statement about smartness being equivalent or 
associated with reading 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

5 
4 

4 
6 

3 
5 

2 
4 

1 
2 

The response is an affirmative statement about being a good reader but no 
clear rationale provided. 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

5 
1 

4 
2 

3 
6 

2 
8 

1 
4 

The response is a statement that refers to some variable in the 
environment, external to the chUd's thinking 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

0 12 
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QUESTION 3. One day I asked Jim to read a detective story and to 
solve a murder. The book was 100 pages long. Tom read a mystery too, 
that was 500 pages long. Which boy had most difficulty finding out who 
did the murder? Do you think one of the boys was more correct in solving 
the mystery? Why? 

The response is a statement about the complexity of the story being a 
critical variable 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

4 
6 

3 
10 

2 
3 

1 
2 

The response is a statement that problem solving depends on clues not 
the number of pages 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

4 
13 

3 
7 

2 
1 

1 
0 

The response is a statement that a shorter number of pages means 
quicker processing 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

4 
2 

3 
1 

2 
8 

1 
10 

The response is a statement that more clues are in a larger number of 
pages of a longer period of time wiU help problem solving 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

0 
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QUESTION 4. The whole class was going to play some games in 
which you have to solve a problem on a computer. Ann's parents own a 
computer at home. Do you think the game wUl be easier or harder for 
Ann then Jane who does not own a computer? Why? 

The response is a statement that problem solving abUity is independent of 
computer possession 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

4 
3 

3 
3 

2 
6 

1 
9 

The response is a statement that both have equal potential, but one has 
more experience or expertise 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

4 
3 

3 
8 

2 
8 

1 
2 

The response is a statement that problem solving abUity depends on the 
task 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

4 
9 

3 
5 

2 
4 

1 
3 

The response is a statement that problem solving is directly related to 
computer practice or that computer are more efficient 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 
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QUESTION 6. Jim can play the piano, draw pictures and figure out 
his math problems better than anyone else in the class. Do you think he's 
the smartest person in class? 

The response is a statement about domain specific abUity 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

16 

The response is a statement that others may vary in those subjects 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

The response is a statement related to sc 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

lool performance or experience 

The response is a a) statement related to the fact that one skiU outweighs 
another or b) he may be poor at other subjects. 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 
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QUESTION 6. SaUy owed somebody some money. She told the 
person she owed the money to that she was to poor to repay. The other 
day she bought some candy for one of her firiends. Does SaUy have a 
problem to solve? Why? 

The response is a statement that there is a contradiction in behavior, but 
the solution is more compHcated 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

The response is a statement that there is a problem because there is a 
contradiction (assumption -- has money -- but contradiction in behavior). 
Restates the important parameters of the problem 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

8 

The response is a statement related to solution rather than defining 
parameters of the problem 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

4 
8 

3 
5 

2 
7 

1 
1 

The response is a statement that judges girls action or statement that 
makes excuses for girl's behavior 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

0 
1 
12 
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QUESTION 7. Who is smarter, a boy (or girl) who knows the answer 
to a math problem without having to figure it out or a boy (or girl) taking 
some time to figure out the problem? Why? 

The response is a statement related to individual differences in learning 
style 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

13 
1 
0 

The response is a statement related to reflectively (taking time insures 
correctness and accuracy). Must have two components (accuracy and 
reflection) 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

11 

The response is a statement related to errors in "fast" responding 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

0 0 10 11 

The response is a statement that smartness means fast 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 
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QUESTION 8. Suppose Jeff had 50 eggs on his head in a sack. One 
egg was brown and aU the others are white. Jeff waUss across a log on a 
river with the sack of eggs on his head. Suddenly whUe he's in the middle 
of the log, somebody says, show me the brown egg before you can pass. 
The person says I want to see the brown egg immediately. What do you 
think is Jeffs problem? (NOTE that the chUd is not asked to solve the 
problem). 

The response is a statement about at least two parameters of problems 
that related to possible consequences 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

The response is a statement about the probabiHty of finding the brown egg 
and maintaining balance. 

Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

10 

The response is a statement about the problem in terms of one parameter 
and its consequence (e.g., sack on his head and the consequences of 
reaching for the sack) 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

4 
3 

3 
5 

2 
13 

1 
0 

The response restates some of the parameters that make for a problem, no 
statement about possible consequence 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

0 15 
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QUESTION 9. Ann was lost in a forest and she came to a town in which 
there were two kinds of people, "truthteUers" and "Hars". TruthteUers 
always teU the truth and Hars always He. The first person Ann talks to 
gives her directions to get home. The second person she talks to gives her 
different directions. Does Ann have a problem to solve? Why? 

The response is a statement related to the problem goal (statement 
related to direction) and parameter of the problem 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

12 0 

The response is a statement related to the problem parameter in terms of 
ways of judging the credibUity of the source. 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

13 0 0 

The response states the problem (different directions) but does not state 
the problem parameter 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

0 16 

The response is a statement related to relying on an external source 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

0 18 
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QUESTION 10. Which problem is easier to solve, Jeffs or Ann's? 
The response is a statement related to the problem that determine the 
difficiUty of the problem (at least two parameters are mentioned) 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

The response is a statement related to who had the greatest demands on 
thinking and use of external resources 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

The response is a statement that difficulty of the problem is determined 
by the consequence of the solution 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

12 

The response is a statement that focuses on the parameters and solution 
of one problem. 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 
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QUESTION 11. How do chUdren figure out things, Hke how to do 
something? 

The response is a statement related to the accessing prior knowledge 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

12 

The response is a statement related 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

o a raU and error strategy 

10 

The response is a statement related to a cognitive, but nonspecific 
approach (e.g. think about it) 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

13 

The response is a statement that indicates solution reHes on external 
sources (Hsten and observe others) 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 
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QUESTION 12. There was a man (or woman) who put in a new heater in 
his (or her) house so he (or she) could save money on fuel bUls. He (or 
she) found the he (or she) saved money since the fuel biUs were cut in 
half. He (or she) was happy, so he (or she) decided to put a new heater in 
thinking he (or she) would bring the fuel bUl to zero. Do you think the 
man (or woman) solved the problem? Why? 

The response is a statement that the solution is independent of the 
strategy (i.e. impossible to achieve zero and action wUl incur additional 
costs). 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

4 
19 

3 
1 

2 
0 

1 
1 

The response is a statement that contests the solution (not cost effective), 
but not the logic. 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

4 
1 

3 
6 

2 
10 

1 
4 

The response is a statement related to outcomes, but does not incorporate 
the parameters of the problem 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

14 

The response is a statement that agrees with the problem solution 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

0 0 15 
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QUESTION 13. Who is smarter, Jerry who draws a picture to seU or 
John who does math problems for a company store? 

The response is a statement that smartness is independent of occupation 
(type of work has nothing to do with smartness), 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

12 0 

The response is a statement that domain is abiHty specific 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

12 0 
1 
0 

The response is a statement that smartness is tied to a occupation (one 
skiU is harder than another or one skiU requires different kinds or 
thinking) 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

0 16 

The response is a statement that one domain is of greater economic or 
social benefit (e.g. Math more beneficial) 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

0 0 19 
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QUESTION 14. Is there any reason why adults are smarter than 
chUdren? Why? 

The response is a statement that thinking abiHty may be independent of 
age in certain domains 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

8 

The response is a statement that smartness depends on what is learned 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

The response is a statement related to information or biological 
differences (depends on development or capacity) 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

The response is a statement that learning is based on years of experience 
(e.g. schooHng) 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

4 
6 

3 
5 

2 
7 

1 
3 
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QUESTION 15. Ryan is a 5 year old boy and knows aU about dinosaurs 
Ryan's father does not know a lot about dinosaurs. If both Ryan and his 
father read a book about dinosaurs, who would remember the most? 
Why? 

The response is a statement that a knowledge base influences memory 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

12 0 

The response is a statement that memory is "recency" related (e.g. how 
recent you've been exposed to the information) 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

8 8 

The response is a statement related to relative abUities 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

The response is a statement related to the advantage of age 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing 
this rank 

11 
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APPENDIX H: 

THE TEST OF METACOGNITIVE KNOWLEDGE OF PROBLEM SOLVING 

(TMKPS) 
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The data from this study was used in two ways in order to create the new 

instrument. First, questions without .significant Ws (without participant 

agreement) were eHminated from the instrument. Then the questions 

with significant Ws were analyzed by using the mode rank structures of 

the professors. The criteria and examples of this criteria are stated in the 

foUowing paragraphs. 

Responses with high mode rank choices were retained as written, 

with place of response designated by the mode rank choice. For example, 

for Question 15, "Ryan knows a lot about dinosaurs..." , the mode rank 

structure for the first response was: 

The response is a statement that a knowledge base influences memory 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing this rank 12 0 

This response would be retained as the best response for this 

question, since the question had high agreement and that a majority (over 

50%) of the participants chose this as the response meriting a rank of "4". 

In another situation, for question 3, "One day I asked Jim to read a 

detective story..." the response rank structure for the second response 

was: 

The response is a statement that problem solving depends on clues not the number of 
pages 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing this rank 

4 
13 

3 
7 

2 
1 

1 
0 
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Although this was not originaUy designated by Swanson as the best 

answer, the results of this study lend themselves to moving this response 

into the "best response" position. 

This process became more complex when the responses were less 

differentiated. Even for some of the questions that had high agreement, 

some of the responses were stiU less discernible. For Question 1 ' What 

makes someone reaUy smart?" The response rankings for the first and 

third responses were as foUows: 

The response is a statement about mental or cognitive component 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing this rank 8 0 

The response is a statement related to haviiig more knowledge or innate abiHty 
Rank chosen for this response 
Number of participants choosing this rank 8 

As it can be seen the determination of which response was the "best 

response" was dif&ciUt. For responses such as these the responses were 

combined in an "either/or" response choice. 

In short, the criteria used to alter the questions and responses are 

as foUows: 

Questions without significant agreement were eHminated. 

Of the questions that were retained, responses were retained or 

moved into a position reflecting the rank choice of over 50% of the 

participants; combined responses with equivalent mode rank structures 

choices; and eHminated ambiguous responses from the response choices. 
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The outcome of the response manipulation can be seen in the 

following pages. This new instrument has been designated the Test of 

Metacognitive Knowledge of Problem Solving or TMKPS 
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QUESTION 1. What makes someone reaUy smart? 

4 point resDonsft 
The response is a statement about mental or cognitive component 

Examples: "remembering and paying attention" 
"how they think" 

OR 

The response is a statement related to having more knowledge or innate 
abiHty 

Examples: "the knowledge they have" 
"the skUls they have" 
"they have brains" 

3 point response 
The response is a statement about a strategy or statement about 

attribution 

Examples: "you get smart by learning and studying" 
"they go to school" 
"by reading weU" 
"they try harder" 

2 point response 

The response is a statement about successful classroom 
performance 

Examples: "gets good grades" 

1 point response 
The response is a statement about somebody or something else as a 

source of smartness 

Examples: "if teachers teach them..." 
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QUESTION 2. The other day I taUted to a boy (or girl) who was reaUy 
good at solving problems. Then I asked him (or her) if he (or she) 
good reader. What do you think he (or she) said? 

was a 

3 point responsft 
The response is a statement related to diversified skiUs and 

specific expertise 

Examples: "maybe he would be good at one thing and not another" 
"reading has Httle to do with problem solving" 
"you don't have to read to solve problems" 

OR 
The response is a statement about needing reading skiUs to 

problem solve, but not a critical ingredient to problem solving 

Examples: "you read sometimes to figure out things, but not always" 

2 point response 
The response is an affirmative statement about being a good 

reader but no clear rationale provided. 

Examples: "he's a good reader" 

1 point response 
The response is a statement that refers to some variable in the 

environment, external to the chUd's thinking 
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QUESTION 3. One day I asked Jim to read a detective story and to 
solve a murder. The book was 100 pages long. Tom read a mystery too. 
that was 500 pages long. Which boy had most difficulty finding out who 
did the murder? Do you think one of the boys was more correct in solving 
the mystery? Why? 

3 point response 
The response is a statement that problem solving depends on clues not the 
number of pages 

Examples: "it doesn't matter how long the book is but how many clues or 
ideas are provided" 

2 point response 
The response is a statement about the complexity of the story 

being a critical variable 

Examples: "it depends on how difficult it is to solve the problem" 

1 point response 
The response is a statement that a shorter number of pages means 

quicker processing 

Examples: "if you can read a short story you're able to solve the mystery 
quicker" 

OR 
The response is a statement that more clues are in a larger 

number of pages of a longer period of time wiU help problem solving 

Examples:' "a longer book wiU help you solve a mystery quicker" 
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QUESTION 4. The whole class was going to play some games in 
which you have to solve a problem on a computer. Ann's parents own a 
computer at home. Do you think the game wUl be easier or harder for 
Ann then Jane who does not own a computer? Why? 

This question has been eliminated. 
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QUESTION 5. Jim can play the piano, draw pictures and figure out 
his math problems better than anyone else in the class. Do you think he's 
the smartest person in class? 

3 point response 
The response is a statement about domain specific abiHty 

Examples: "no, because some person could be smart or just as smart but 
in a different direction" 

2 point response 
The response is a a) statement related to the fact that one skiU outweighs 
another or b) he may be poor at other subjects 

Examples: "yes, because he can do his math problems better" 

1 point response 
The response is a statement that others may vary in those subjects 

Examples: "no he won't be the smartest person in the class because 
some other people wiU be smarter in math" 

OR 
The response is a statement related to school performance or 

experience 

Examples: "because he can do these things doesn't mean he's the 
smartest -- he may not get good grades" 
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QUESTION 6. SaUy owed somebody some money. She told the 
person she owed the money to that she was to poor to repay. The other 
day she bought some candy for one of her friends. Does Sally have a 
problem to solve? Why? 

3 point response 
The response is a statement that there is a problem because there 

is a contradiction (assumption -- has money -- but contradiction in 
behavior). Restates the important parameters of the problem 

Examples: "says she didn't have money but brought some candy so she 
must have had the money" "she could have repaid the person back" 

2 point response 
The response is a statement that there is a contradiction in 

behavior, but the solution is more compHcated 

Examples: "she could have paid her debt since she bought candy but 
now she has less money -- so it is more difficult for her" 

1 point response 
The response is a statement that judges girls action or statement 

that makes excuses for girl's behavior 

Examples: "yes she Hed" "she uses the people to get money" "yes, 
because she was too poor to pay her friend" 
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QUESTION 7. Who is smarter, a boy (or girl) who knows the answer 
to a math problem without having to figure it out or a boy (or girl) taking 
some time to figure out the problem? Why? 

3 point response 
The response is a statement related to individual differences in 

learning style 

Examples: "both just as smart but approach the task differently" 

2 point response 
The response is a statement related to reflectively (taking time 

insures correctness and accuracy). Must have two components (accuracy 
and reflection) 

Examples: "if you take your time and think about it, you're more Hkely 
to get the answer correct" 

1 point response 
The response is a statement related to errors in "fast" responding 

Examples: "if you do it real fast you're more likely to get it wrong" 

OR 
The response is a statement that smartness means fast 

Examples: "the girl (or boy) who doesn't have to take any time is 
smarter" 
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QUESTION 8. Suppose Jeff had 50 eggs on his head in a sack. One 
egg was brown and aU the others are white. Jeff walks across a log on a 
river with the sack of eggs on his head. Suddenly whUe he's in the middle 
of the log, somebody says, show me the brown egg before you can pass. 
The person says I want to see the brown egg immediately. What do you 
think is Jeffs problem? (NOTE that the chUd is not asked to solve the 
problem). 

This question has been eliminated. 
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QUESTION 9. Ann was lost in a forest and she came to a town in which 
there were two kinds of people, "truthteUers" and "liars". TruthteUers 
always teU the truth and Hars always lie. The first person Ann talks to 
gives her directions to get home. The second person she talks to gives her 
different directions. Does Ann have a problem to solve? Why? 

4 point response 
The response is a statement related to the problem goal (statement 

related to direction) and parameter of the problem 

Examples: "she doesn't know which way to take nor who to beHeve". 

3 point response 
The response is a statement related to the problem parameter in 

terms of ways of judging the credibiHty of the source. 

Examples: "she doesn't know which one to beHeve" 
" she doesn't know which one is teUing the truth" 
"she gets two different answers" 

2 point response 
The response states the problem (different directions) but does not 

state the problem parameter 

Examples: "she just asked two people" 

1 point response 
The response is a statement related to relying on an external 

source 

Examples: "needs to ask her mom" 
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QUESTION 10. Which problem is easier to solve, Jeffs or Ann's? 

This question has been eliminated. 
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QUESTION 11. How do chUdren figure out things, like how to do 
something? 

4 point response 
The response is a statement related to the accessing prior knowledge 

Examples: "just by using some things you know and look at different 
possibiHties" 

3 point response 
The response is a statement that indicates solution reHes on 

external sources (Hsten and observe others) 

2 point response 
The response is a statement related to a traU and error strategy 

Examples: "just try different things to see which works best" 

1 point response 
The response is a statement related to a cognitive, but nonspecific 

approach (e.g. think about it) 

Examples: "just try to think and do your best" 
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QUESTION 12. There was a man (or woman) who put in a new heater in 
his (or her) house so he (or she) could save money on fuel biUs. He (or 
she) found the he (or she) saved money since the fuel bills were cut in 
half. He (or she) was happy, so he (or she) decided to put a new heater in 
thinking he (or she) would bring the fuel biU to zero. Do you think the 
man (or woman) solved the problem? Why? 

4 point response 
The response is a statement that the solution is independent of the 

strategy (i.e. impossible to achieve zero and action wiU incur additional 
costs). 

Examples: "he won't save any more money because he stiU needs heat so 
cost wiU not be zero" 

3 point response 
The response is a statement related to outcomes, but does not 

incorporate the parameters of the problem 

Examples: "he is stiU going to have to pay somebody money for heat" 

2 point response 
The response is a statement that contests the solution (not cost 

effective), but not the logic. 

Examples: "he's probably wasting his money by buying another heater" 
"he won't save that much more" 

1 point response 
The response is a statement that agrees with the problem solution 

Examples: "yes, he wiU save money by doing this" 
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QUESTION 13. Who is smarter, Jerry who draws a picture to sell or 
John who does math problems for a company store? 

4 point response 
The response is a statement that smartness is independent of 

occupation (type of work has nothing to do with smartness). 

Examples: "it doesn't matter what they do for a Hving - both could be 
smart or dumb" 

3 point response 
The response is a statement that domain is abiHty specific 

Examples: "one could be smarter in one thing but not in another" 

2 point response 
The response is a statement that smartness is tied to a occupation 

(one skill is harder than another or one skiU requires different kinds or 
thinking) 

Examples: "you have to imagine more as an artist" 

1 point response 
The response is a statement that one domain is of greater economic or 

social benefit (e.g. Math more beneficial) 

Examples: "art does not help society., you can't make money as an 
artist" 
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QUESTION 14. Is there any reason why adults are smarter than 
chUdren? Why? 

This question has been eliminated. 
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QUESTION 15. Ryan is a 5 year old boy and knows aU about dinosaurs. 
Ryan's father does not know a lot about dinosaurs. If both Ryan and his 
father read a book about dinosaurs, who would remember the most? 
Why? 

3 point response 
The response is a statement that a knowledge base influences 

memory 

Examples: "Ryan wiU remember most because he knows a lot about 
dinosaurs" 

2 point response 
The response is a statement related to relative abiHties 

Examples: "Ryan wiU remember something better than his dad, and his 
dad may remember some things better than Ryan" 

1 point response 
The response is a statement related to the advantage of age 

Examples: "this father wiU remember more because his brain is bigger" 
"his father wiU try harder and remember more" 
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